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Introduction
Atkins, a member of the SNC Lavalin was appointed
to undertake high-level landscape assessment work
on behalf of Waverley Borough Council. The sites
to be considered include a series of land parcels in
Milford, Elstead and Haslemere that have been
promoted for allocation for housing in either the
Local Plan or Neighbourhood Plans. The sites in
question are either within or partially within the
AONB or in the adjoining AGLV. The purpose of this
report is to set out the evidence from site visits
relating to landscape and visual sensitivity of the of
the site with consideration of the qualities of the
AONB, the presence of features such as footpaths,
viewpoints, vegetation patterns. The report
assesses the overall sensitivity to development and
sets out measures that would help to mitigate the
impact if the sites were to be developed for housing.
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1.

Study Methodology

Approach to Appraisal
This high-level Landscape and Visual Impact Character Appraisal has been informed by Guidelines for
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 3rd edition (GLVIA3). The study methodology is split into three
distinct elements:
•

Firstly, to understand the local landscape character with reference to published
assessments, desk top analysis and field surveys;

•

Secondly, to prepare an evaluation of the landscape and visual sensitivity of each
site relative to the Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB); and

•

Thirdly, to identify each site’s potential landscape and visual mitigation strategy, to
reduce the impact on the landscape and visual qualities of the AONB or the setting to
the AONB.

Assumptions
The following assumptions have been made in the preparation of this study:
•

Development is assumed to be residential development consisting of up to twostorey dwellings at around 20 to 40 dwellings per hectare (20 to 30 dwellings per
hectare taking account of open spaces and minor non-residential uses);

•

Development would cover the whole of the site being assessed; and

•

It is assumed that some existing landscape features, such as mature trees, would be
retained where possible within any new development.

The Sites
The sites to be considered are either within or partially within the AONB or are within the area which, in the
Local Plan, has the designation of AGLV treated as AONB. They are located at the settlement edges of
Elstead, Haslemere and Milford and are as follows:
Table 1-1
Site Names
Allocation Reference Site Reference
Haslemere
DS10

Site LAA 563 - Land East of Longdene House, Hedgehog Lane Haslemere

DS11

Site LAA 674 - Land South East of Haslemere Water Treatment Works, Sturt Road

DS13

Site LAA 714 - Land North of Haslemere Saw Mills, Sturt Road

DS15

Site LAA 955 - Longdene Field, Haslemere

DS18

Site LAA 987 - Red Court, Scotland Lane

Elstead
DS23

Site LAA 308 - Land to the rear of The Croft, Elstead

DS24

Site LAA 613 - Sunray Farm, West Hill, Elstead

DS25

Site LAA 824 - Land at Four Trees, Hookley Lane, Elstead

Milford
DS27

Site LAA 364 - Land at Mousehill Mead, Milford

DS29

Site LAA 449 - Land at Manor Lodge, Milford

DS30

Site LAA 703 - Land at Coneycroft, Milford
5
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Allocation Reference

Site Reference

DS31

Site LAA 875 - Land at Old Elstead Road, Milford

Desk Study
The High-Level Landscape and Visual Character Assessment has been prepared using the following
sources of information:
•

National Character Areas (source: Natural England);

•

Surrey Landscape Character Assessment (Hankinson Duckett):

•

Waverley Borough (AMEC);

•

National and Local Designations including landscape, ecology and cultural heritage
(source: Natural England);

•

MAGIC website (source: magic.gov.org);

•

Surrey County Council Interactive Mapping (https://www.surreycc.gov.uk/landplanning-and-development/interactive-map);

•

Aerial Photography and land uses / community uses / businesses / site names,
available on Google;

•

Ordnance Survey (OS) Mapping

•

Topography based on OS information.

The mapped sources were overlaid with the proposed housing allocation sites, which provided the appraisal
team with an initial understanding of the wider landscape and each relevant local character area prior to site
visits. It helped to identify landscape sensitivities and potentially significant landscape features.

Field Survey
Site visits were undertaken in August 2018 by a chartered landscape architect, accompanied by Waverley
Borough planning officers, visiting publicly accessible land including: open spaces, highways and public
rights of ways. Policy officers have provided ongoing comment and review of the report as it progressed. A
set of survey proformas were produced to record finding from the desk study and site visits and appended to
the report.
The methodology captured aspects of landscape character to be considered and recorded in the field. This
enables the reporting of each site to be consistent. It is a high-level study and the visit included typical
viewpoints. The proforma included:
•

Current land use;

•

Local landscape designations (including adjacent or nearby designations);

•

Typical viewpoints;

•

Baseline landscape character;

•

Visual sensitivity, considering typical viewpoints and presence of Public Rights of
Way (PROW);

•

Landscape sensitivity;

•

Containment and boundaries;
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•

An overall judgement on the land parcel’s sensitivity to development; and

•

Mitigation measures to reduce impacts in the wider Surrey Hills AONB.

Under each of these categories were more detailed criteria, such as type of view and landscape descriptions
that included: character; features; local distinctiveness; access; rarity; quality; form; land use; enclosure and
local microclimate. Photographs were taken to record typical / accessible viewpoints.

Determining Sensitivity
The findings considered the following criteria derived from the GLVIA3, from which it was possible to assign a
value for each site in terms of the landscape and visual sensitivity. Where a site varies in character, the finding
may straddle the categories noted below, i.e. the site may be compartmentalised or combine varying degrees
of openness and therefore have varying sensitivities.

Landscape sensitivity considers the rarity and condition of landscape features alongside the overall
tranquillity of the area:
High – Of high importance, locally rare in terms of location with limited opportunity for
replacement. Good condition and/or highly tranquil.
Medium – Of medium importance, with other nearby similar examples of this type of
landscape and possessing opportunity for some replacement. Mixed condition and/or of
medium tranquillity.
Low – Of low importance, abundant type of landscape and easily replaced. Condition is poor
and/or low tranquillity.

Visual sensitivity is distinct from landscape sensitivity or landscape character and considers the visual
amenity of the landscape and views into and out of a given site as experienced by people:
High - Views across the area from dwellings, public open spaces, parks or public rights of
way. Distant views from the vicinity of the site that are rare in the context of the wider
landscape. There are limited opportunities to mitigate visual impact.
Medium - Views across the area from public property or users of recreational sites such as
sports pitches. Middle-distance views from within the area that have some rarity within the
context of the wider landscape or are of specific feature(s) within the landscape. Some
opportunities to mitigate visual impact.
Low - Limited views into the area or views from a small number of lower-sensitivity receptors,
such as employment or commercial properties or transport routes. Limited- and shortdistance views that are readily obtained elsewhere within the wider landscape. Visual
impacts could be mitigated.

Relative Sensitivity to Development
The sensitivity of the site(s) to proposed residential development is based on the form and nature of the
change that is proposed to take place, the features of the landscape likely to be affected by the change
(including aspects of an area’s landscape and visual sensitivity) and the ability of the parcel to accommodate
that change without adversely affecting it’s landscape and visual characteristics.
The focus on a site’s sensitivity to development is based on the following aspects which are brought together
to determine the overall sensitivity:
•

Effects upon aspects of landscape character, including: landform, land cover,
enclosure and settlement pattern, such as potential coalescence as a result of
development;
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•

Effects upon aesthetic aspects, such as the scale, pattern, movement and
complexity of the landscape which can be retained or changed by development; and

•

Potential visibility of the development, including the effects upon the settlement edge
and visual effects of coalescence.

An exercise in comparing each site’s relative sensitivity to one another has not been undertaken in this
study. It should be noted, that the sensitivity at certain locations within a character area may be locally
elevated or reduced, because of the presence or absence of specific features linked to the sensitivity criteria
described above.
The findings related to each site will be reflected in each Site Proforma, with descriptions developed further
to inform the Local Plan process and decisions about the potential allocation of the sites for residential
development. The Proforma will note where the specific sites might vary in terms of the identified character
area of the capacity study, providing further detail on the site, context and mitigation measures within the
designated context of the Surrey Hills AONB.
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2.

Baseline Character

2.1.

National Character Areas

The settlements of Elstead, Haslemere and Milford are located within National Character Area (NCA) 120
Wealden Greensand, and influenced by NCA 121 the High Weald to the east. The wider character area of
NCA 120 is located parallel to the North Downs, passing east-west across Kent and Surrey and extending
south to include Haslemere and adjoining areas to run parallel with the South Downs landscape. The south
eastern part of the study area remains largely rural with small market towns.
Key characteristics of NCA 120 relevant to the study include:
•

A long, narrow belt of Greensand, typified by scarp-and-dip slope topography, including outcrops of
Upper Greensand, Gault Clay and Lower Greensand. The Greensand forms escarpments separated
by a clay vale; the overall undulating and organic landform – particularly in the west – gives a sense
of intimacy to the landscape;

•

There are extensive areas of ancient mixed woodland of hazel, oak and birch, with some areas
having been converted to sweet chestnut coppice in past centuries. These areas reflect the diverse
geology, including the distinctive chalk grassland elements;

•

Semi-natural habitats include remnant lowland heathland in West Surrey (near Milford) and
unimproved acid grasslands found in commons, parklands, heathland and other areas of
unimproved pasture;

•

Fields are predominantly small or medium size, in irregular patterns derived from medieval
enclosure. Boundaries are formed by hedgerows and shaws, with character and species reflecting
the underlying soils. On the clay, hedgerows are dense and species-rich, with occasional standard
oaks.

•

Agricultural land comprises a mosaic of mixed farming, with pasture and arable land set within a
wooded framework.

•

The rural settlement pattern is a mixture of dispersed farmsteads, hamlets and some nucleated
villages. Large houses set within extensive parks and gardens are found throughout the area;

•

The local built vernacular includes the use of Greensand, ragstone and, in the west, malmstone,
bargate stone, plus dark carrstone patterned in the mortar between stones (‘galleting’) in Surrey,
(evident in the study area) as well as timber-framing and weatherboarding.

•

Sunken lanes cut into the sandstone are a historic and characteristic feature, as are older deer parks
and more recent 18th-century parklands.

•

Surface water is an important feature across the Greensand, with many streams and rivers passing
through NCA 120.

•

The Statement for Environmental Opportunities includes the following opportunities which could be
considered as part of this study:
o

Protect and enhance the existing nationally recognised character of the landscape and
enhance access where appropriate;

o

Protect, manage and significantly enhance the mosaic and connectivity of semi-natural
habitats within the mixed farmed landscape, particularly the internationally important
woodland and heathland habitats.
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2.2.

Surrey Landscape Character Assessment: Waverley

The Surrey Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) is a comprehensive assessment of the landscape
character of the county. It takes account of the framework of the National Character Areas and describes
variations in the landscape character at a county level.
The Surrey LCA review was undertaken in 2015, by landscape consultants, Hankinson Duckett Associates,
in partnership with the environment team at Surrey County Council, Natural England and Surrey's districts
and boroughs. It has been informed by and now replaces the 1997character assessment, entitled ‘The future
of Surrey's Landscape and Woodlands’.
The LCA has identified 25 generic Landscape Character Types across the county, which consist of
landscapes that comprise of broadly similar patterns of geology, landform, soils, vegetation, land use
settlement and field patterns. These are accompanied by two landscape types that consist of groups of
small, individual areas on the edges of/ or surrounded by built-up areas with a variety of land uses, which do
not readily fit into the other landscape character types.
Each character type includes published ‘Management Guidelines’, which have been reviewed and their
recommendation considered in the development of mitigation measures for each Site.
The character types relevant to the settlements of Elstead, Haslemere and Milford include the following
published descriptions, with particular reference made to those Sites which fall within the character types.
Milford Sites (LAA 364, 449, 703 and 875) are located outside the settlement edge and comprise fields
which adjoin the settlement edges. The predominant landscape character type is The Shackleford Open
Greensand Hills Character Type. The sites are also influenced visually by higher land to the west, beyond
the A3, which is within GP1: Wooded Greensand Plateau.
The Shackleford Open Greensand Hills Character Type is an irregular section of land, west of Guildford.
The boundaries of the type are based on the change in land cover from the open farmland to the edge of the
wooded blocks which make up the Puttenham Wooded Greensand Hills to the south, and the change in
geology and landform at the base of the steep, chalk ridge to the north. The northern half of the character
type is within the Surrey Hills AONB.
Published Key Characteristics:
•

Undulating landscape, underlain by a solid geology of Folkestone Formation Sandstone, Sandgate
Formation and Mudstone and Bargate Sandstone, as well as a drift geology of Head - Clay, Silt,
Sand and Gravel.

•

A diverse landscape, predominantly pastoral, but with areas of arable farmland, woodland,
heathland, golf courses, parkland, nurseries, paddocks and quarry workings.

•

Field pattern of mainly medium to large, regular fields with straight boundaries, typical of
parliamentary enclosure, bounded by hedgerows with hedgerow trees or by fences.

•

Presence of ponds and streams, including a tributary of the River Wey that runs south through the
area to Shackleford, through a small-scale valley, bounded by narrow, woodland belts.

•

There are views across the valley pastures to the wooded hills to the south.

•

Small areas of Open Access Land on heathland commons, plus public rights of way including the
North Downs Way, provide recreational access.

•

A network of rural roads and lanes spreads across the area; the major route of the A3 creates a
physical barrier and traffic noise, where it runs north-south through the centre of the area.

•

Sparsely settled, with historic villages of Seale, Puttenham, Compton and Shackleford, traditional
farmsteads, plus some more modern settlements spreading along roads at Sandy Cross and
Hurtmore, to the outskirts of Godalming. Presence of historic houses, such as: Puttenham Priory,
Eastbury Manor and Braboeuf Manor, plus parks and gardens.
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•

There are several Conservation Areas, including: Seale, Puttenham and Compton at the foot of the
ridge to the north.

•

There are areas of registered common land, most notably Puttenham Heath, and a few small areas
designated as Sites of Nature Conservation Interest.

•

This is a rural, peaceful landscape with wooded hills beyond.

Elstead Sites (LAA 308, 613 and 824) are located within Character Type GP1: Wooded Greensand
Plateau. This character type runs east-west, to the west of Milford and Cramhurst and south-east of
Farnham, above the River Wey Floodplain to the north and below the Greensand Hills to the south. Defined
by a combination of woodland cover, geology and topography. Boundaries largely follow edges of woodland,
but in some instances, follow other easily recognisable features, including: river corridors, roads and field
boundaries.
Published Key Characteristics:
•

Relatively flat / gently undulating, intermediate-topography above the River Wey to the north,
although encompassing some areas of more complex topography, particularly to the west and lower
areas associated with watercourses to the east.

•

Mixture of large, woodland blocks/plantations and extensive tracts of heathland/common. There are
limited areas of Ancient Woodland.

•

Type include pockets of small- to medium-scale farmland and areas of low-density settlement,
including the village of Rushmoor and ribbon development south of Pot Common.

•

Significant numbers of ponds and small lakes within woodland areas.

Haslemere Sites (LAA 563, 674, 714, 955 and 987) are located within character type GW5: Hindhead
Wooded Greensand Hills
GW5 Hindhead Wooded Greensand Hills is a broad type that wraps around Haslemere, Grayshott and
Hindhead and Beacon Hill, at the south-western edge of the County. The type is defined by the settlement
edges to the south and west, the extent of underlying greensand to the east and the transition to lower, open
greensand hills to the north. The character type is within the Surrey Hills AONB.
Published Key Characteristics:
•

Based on Hythe Formation Sandstone.

•

Complex topography, forming steep ridges and valleys, including the Devil’s Punch Bowl located to
the north of the Sites. The character area is heavily wooded with large, continuous blocks of
woodland, including Oak and Birch, and extensive areas of coniferous plantations. There are some
significant areas of ancient woodland.

•

Within the woodland there are tracts of heathland and small scale, mainly pastoral, fields bounded
by intact hedgerows. There are watercourses along valleys. Hindhead golf course occupies the
north-western end of the character area.

•

Woodland encloses most of the character area, however, gaps in woodland cover allow long
distance views, particularly from higher ground, over the wider landscape to the north and east, such
as from the edge of the Devil’s Punchbowl and from Gibbet Hill.

•

The A3 passes through the area, partially within a tunnel. There are some minor lanes within the
character area, mainly within the south-west corner, but elsewhere access through the woodland is
limited to informal tracks and a comprehensive network of public rights of way. The London to
Portsmouth railway line passes through the south-eastern part of the character area.

•

The central and northern parts of the character area have almost no settlement, but a few
farmsteads and small groups of dwellings are present towards the south of the character area.
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•

Bargate stone used as vernacular building material.

•

Towards the centre of the character area are large tracts of registered common land and Open
Access Land, in particular Hindhead Common. Cross Dyke on Hindhead golf course is a scheduled
monument.

•

Significant proportion of the character area is covered by a combination of ecological designations
including Sites of Special Scientific Interest, Sites of Nature Conservation Importance and the
Wealden Heaths Special Protection Area.

•

Devil’s Punch Bowl and Gibbet Hill are popular visitor attractors but as a whole, this heavily wooded
and undulating character area, is peaceful and remote due to its enclosed nature and limited access
within the majority of the character area.

2.3.

Waverley Landscape Report

To assist the development of the new Local Plan, AMEC were appointed to undertake an assessment of
landscape sensitivity and capacity of the settlement edges, including: Elstead, Haslemere and Milford within
Part 2: Haslemere & Godalming, August 2014. This study provided the planning context, a summary of
which follows below and has also been captured in the Proforma and related to the individual site
assessments:
•

Landscape Qualities: the number and type of positive landscape features;

•

Contribution to settlement setting: the extent of distinctive backdrops to a setting, linkages, presence
and extent of views to and from the area;

•

Landscape Value: taking into account national designations, local designations and other factors
such as contribution to quality of life.

•

Visual Character: the prominence of the area due to topography and its level of visibility from the
surrounding area; and

•

Landscape sensitivity: established by reference to the above attributes and which, using professional
judgment was then assessed using an established method and criteria:
High Sensitivity – the area is unlikely to be able to accommodate development change
without extensive degradation of character and value. Mitigation is unlikely to be able to
address potential landscape issues;
Moderate Sensitivity – the area may be to accommodate development change, with
some degradation of the character, but mitigation options would be required;
Low Sensitivity – the area should be able to accommodate development change with
limited or no degradation of character. Landscape mitigation should be able to address
potential landscape issues.

2.4.

Landscape Planning Designations

The Surrey Hills AONB and AGLV Policy Context: The Surrey Hills AONB was one of the first landscapes
in the country to be designated as an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty in 1958. It stretches across the
county, meeting with the Kent Downs AONB to the east and the South Downs National Park to the south and
west. It includes NCA 120, Wealden Greensand. It covers a similar extent of land to the Surrey Hills AGLV. It
is a national designation, which recognises that it is a high-quality landscape.
The Surrey Hills AONB Management Plan 2014-2019, prepared by the Surrey Hills AONB Board, in
collaboration with its constituent planning authorities including Waverley, sets out the vision, aims,
objectives, policies and plans for the management of the AONB. The Local Plan Part 1: Strategic Policies
and Sites, February 2018, has been formally adopted by Waverley Borough Council and is a material
consideration in the determination of planning applications and notes in para 13:30: “Applications for major
development in the AONB will be refused unless where exceptional circumstances are demonstrated and the
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development is proven to be in the public interest. Proposals will be assessed against the criteria set out in
NPPF paragraph 116”.
The Local Plan also makes provision for areas of Area of Great Landscape Value, (AGLV), treated as
AONB. The AGLV designation is a local designation and it should be noted that the Local Plan treats some
areas of this designation as AONB, particularly around the settlement of Haslemere. These areas are
referenced in the proforma.
It should be noted that Natural England proposes a review of the AONB boundary. This proposed review
follows the identification of candidate areas in the Surrey Hills AONB Areas Search Natural Beauty
Evaluation (Hankinson Duckett Associates): October 2013. This assessment was carried out as evidence
that was submitted to Natural England for them to consider a review of the AONB boundary to include land
currently designated as an AGLV. This proposal was supported by the 2007 study by Chris Burnett
Associates entitled Surrey Hills AGLV Review and a further study in 2010 again by Chris Burnett Associates
entitled Cranleigh, Shamley Green Landscape Assessment which recommended an additional area beyond
the AGLV to also be considered for AONB designation.
The candidate areas recommended for inclusion within the Surrey Hills AONB only affect sites in Haslemere
that are reviewed in this report. Essentially the areas form part of the wooded setting to Haslemere, with
Ancient woodland and woodland on slopes and are a series of anomalies along the AONB boundary.
Reference is made to these areas on the relevant proforma.
The Hankinson Duckett Associates study also notes the relationship to the historic designation of the Surrey
Hills AGLV ‘which considered for designation as’ AONB within the section describing ‘Study Area and
Designation History’. The study is a good point of reference in understanding the historic designation
process, which dates back to 1958, however the criteria for designation were not recorded historically.

2.5.

AONB Landscape Character Areas
Greensand Valley: The Upper Wey

Elstead and Milford are influenced by the character and landscape management issues recorded in the
Surrey Hills AONB, with the following description published online.
The Upper Wey is an attractive river valley with steep-sided, wooded-slopes and an open, flat valley of
pasture and open, water meadows set within a mosaic of hedgerows. It is a popular destination with visitors,
the area is a small-scale, intimate landscape with a relatively secluded feel. It has distinctive bridges,
picturesque villages and a wealth of historic and cultural interest. This diverse landscape is rich in wildlife.
The key local AONB features identified:
•

Extensive areas of species-rich, semi-ancient, natural woodland;

•

Areas of heathy common form boundaries of parishes e.g. Frensham, Tilford, Elstead,
Witley and Crooksbury Commons;

•

Picturesque, nucleated-villages located at historic bridge crossing and fording points e.g.
Tilford, Elstead, Milford and Eashing;

•

Open meadows and pastures with species-rich hedgerows;

•

Historic water meadows with sluices, weirs, ditches and wetlands of nature conservation
importance e.g. Thundry Meadows and Lammas Lands; and

•

A wealth of historical and cultural associations e.g. Waverley Abbey, Lammas Lands,
Moor Park, Waverley House, Lobsworth Manor.

The key local AONB issues identified:
•

Decline in quality of woodland;
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•

Decline in quality of hedgerows and hedgerow trees;

•

Decline in quality of coppice woodland;

•

Impact of urban fringe and suburban pressures on rural environment;

•

Decline in quality of pasture; and

•

Lack of awareness about local historic and cultural associations.

Greensand Hill: Hindhead
Haslemere is influenced by the following published description:
Hindhead is a topographical wonder comprising a complex knot of twisting, V-shaped valleys and steep hills.
The area offers some of the highest, wildest and most dramatic scenery in the Surrey Hills. There are
extensive broadleaf and conifer plantations, areas of open heathland and common, and pockets of enclosed
farmland in the valleys. Bisected by the busy A3 trunk road, the area, which is noted for its cultural and
historical interest, remains a popular visitor destination.
The key local AONB features identified:
•

The Devil’s Punch Bowl with its strong historical and cultural associations;

•

Extensive tracts of open heathland and commons (e.g. Hindhead Common);

•

Dramatic landscape of twisting wooded valleys and steep hills e.g. Gibbet Hill at 272m is
the second highest point in Surrey;

•

The town of Haslemere within its well-wooded ridge and valley setting;

•

Spectacular scenery with stunning localised views, particularly northwards e.g. Devil’s
Punch Bowl and Gibbet Hill; and

•

Assarted farmland (farmland in cleared woods) set within woodland, featuring small
fields, valley meadows and pastures with thick hedges e.g. Highcombe Bottom.

The key local AONB issues identified:
•

Decline of open heathland and common;

•

Loss of views and viewpoints – southward and northward;

•

Urban fringe;

•

Visitor and recreational pressures;

•

Decline in quality of woodland, particularly species-rich coppice; and

•

Impact of the A3 corridor.

There are aspects of the AONB relevant to individual sites and the high-level assessment findings, which
can be utilised as opportunities to enhance the landscape or included as part of mitigation or landscapeintegration measures. (https://www.surreyhills.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Landscape-CharacterAreas.pdf)
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2.6.

Extracts from Waverley Borough Council Local Plan Part 1
(LPP1) (2018)The Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and Great
Landscape Value:

“Para 13.28 - 2The NPPF states that Local Planning Authorities should set criteria based policies against
which proposals for any development on or affecting landscape areas will be judged. It goes on to say that
great weight should begiven to conserving landscape and scenic beauty in National Parks and Page 13-11.
Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, which have the highest status of protection in relation to landscape
and scenic beauty.
Para 13.29 - A substantial part of the rural area is within the Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB) and/or the area designated as Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV). The AONB was designated
in 1958. It is a national designation, which recognises its high-quality landscape. The Surrey Hills AONB
Management Plan 2014-2019 prepared by the Surrey Hills AONB in collaboration with is constituent
planning authorities, including Waverley, sets out the vision, aims, objectives, policies and plans for the
management of the AONB. The Plan has been formally adopted by the Council and is a material
consideration in the determination of planning applications.
Para 13.30 - Applications for major development in the AONB will be refused unless where exceptional
circumstances are demonstrated, and the development is proven to be in the public interest. Proposals will
be assessed against the criteria set out in NPPF paragraph 116.”

2.7.

The South Downs National Park (SDNP)

Two high-level ‘Cultural Services’ of the SDNP management plan of direct relevance to the landscape setting
within which Haslemere could be considered when reviewing the sites form proposed residential allocations:
Tranquillity - Relative tranquillity is recognised as a special quality of the National Park. It
provides a resource and a benefit that is greatly valued within such a busy and pressured region.
Inspirational / Spiritual values - The National Park is renowned for the beauty of its landscapes
and its sense of place. The area has provided inspiration for many famous artists and writers. It
continues to provide people with the opportunity to understand and enjoy its special qualities.
The area enables people to escape, be inspired and find spiritual renewal.
The area of Black Down is located to the immediate south of Haslemere and, therefore, potential views from
and towards this area should be considered in the site review, as well as considering the changes in
landscape and the effects upon the setting of the SDNP.

2.8.

Listed Buildings, Conservation Areas and Registered Parks
and Gardens

There are several Conservation Areas within the Borough and each settlement centre, however, there are no
Conservation areas near or within the sites. Those designations of relevance to the sites are noted within the
relevant proforma. Similarly, listed buildings that are visible and relate to the parcel under consideration are
noted in the relevant proforma, where they constitute a landmark feature or relate to the wider landscape.
Ecological designations have not been considered as part of this study. Ancient woodland is noted and the
presence of TPOs or Veteran Trees are assumed to be protected and to be highlighted on site-specific tree
surveys, as noted in the site recommendations.
There are no Registered Parks and Gardens within any the settlements in this study.
The next section of the report sets out the Site findings set out in full in Appendix A.
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3.

Findings

Summary of Findings
The detailed findings for each site included a review of the following key aspects which can be read in detail
in Appendix A:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current land use and other proposed nearby development;
Landscape designations (including adjacent or nearby designations) with reference to the
AONB/AGLV (treated as AONB);
Public Rights of Way (PRoW) including informal footpaths;
Topography, containment and boundaries;
Baseline landscape character, including published assessments and site observations with
consideration of the role in terms of the wider landscape/AONB/settlement edges;
Typical viewpoints, identified on site;
An assessment of the sites landscape sensitivity in the context of the wider landscape;
An assessment of the overall visual sensitivity from a site review of the viewpoints/dwellings near/on
the site;
An overall judgement on sensitivity to development combining scores for the landscape and visual
sensitivities; and
Recommendations relating to measures to mitigate impact in the event that the site is allocated for
development in the Local Plan.

The following table sets out a summary of the site findings:
Table 3-1

Summary of Site Findings

Site Reference Landscape Visual
Sensitivity Sensitivity
LAA 563
Land East of
Longdene
House,
Hedgehog
Lane.

LAA 674
Land South
East of
Haslemere
Water
Treatment
Works, Sturt
Road

Medium to Medium to
High
High

Medium

Medium to
High

Sensitivity to Mitigating measures to reduce sensitivity
Development
All site vegetation should be retained, and a tree
Medium to
survey undertaken to understand the existing
High
quality, presence of TPOs/veteran trees to
inform a 25-year management plan to ensure the
existing green infrastructure is maintained. The
substantial tree avenue and lane on the northern
boundary should retained and the open
character of this parkland field visible from this
lane considered in any future proposals. Add
low level planting, such as a boundary hedgerow
to reduce visual effects to views from the access
route to Longdene Lodge, to create a visually
consistent treatment along the avenue.

Medium to
High

The height of development should not exceed
two storeys, there may be opportunity to explore
medium-density developments, as the site is
limited in terms of visibility and is well-defined by
the existing landscape structure.
All site vegetation should be retained, especially
along the elevated site-edge and a tree survey
undertaken to understand the quality of the
existing trees and to inform a 25-year
management plan to ensure that the existing
green infrastructure is maintained.
Opportunity exists to connect this site to nearby
local amenities, such as recreational routes or
the town centre by connecting the site to FP35 to
promote use. Add low-level planting, such as a
16
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boundary hedgerow, with hedgerow trees along
the northern boundary to define the development
parcel and to reflect the strong, wooded tree
belts within the wider area. The height of
development needs to be considered in the
application process, potentially a stepped, builtform to ensure that rooflines are not visible
beyond the wooded, elevated, southern site
edge adjoining the A287.
Low to
LAA 714
Land North of Medium
Haslemere Saw
Mills, Sturt
Road

Medium to
High

Medium to Medium to
LAA 955
High
Longdene Field High

Medium

Medium to
High

All site vegetation should be retained, especially
along the elevated, north-eastern site edge and
a tree survey undertaken to understand the
existing tree quality and to inform a 25-year
management plan to ensure the existing green
infrastructure is maintained. Opportunity exists
to connect this site to the nearby neighbourhood
of Camelsdale. Enhance the vegetated roadside
boundary to soften the effect of built-form within
the site, add low level planting, such as a
boundary hedgerow.
The height of development along the roadside
edge should not exceed two storeys and housing
on more elevated parts of the site’s slopes,
should not exceed the treeline along the northeastern boundary, as this is the breakpoint to the
field pattern and hillside beyond. This boundary
should be enhanced with advanced nursery
stock. The landscape framework of the site as a
whole, should use trees and high hedgerows to
break up the visual presence of built-form.
All site vegetation should be retained, and a tree
survey undertaken to understand the existing
tree quality and to inform a 25-year management
plan, to ensure that the existing green
infrastructure is maintained. This should identify
any TPOs or veteran trees.
The substantial woodland belt and setting to the
avenue should be included in publicly accessible
areas of the site to maintain its contribution to
local amenity and therefore this should be
carefully considered in any development
scenario. Additional planting to gaps along the
northern boundary adjoining FP35, to ameliorate
the visual effects of glimpses of development
beyond the site boundary.
Add low level planting, such as a boundary
hedgerow to reduce any visual effects to views
from the access route to Longdene House, to
create a visually consistent treatment along the
avenue. Orientate development to create open
space and access points which connect to FP35;
The height of any potential development should
not exceed two storeys, there may be
opportunity to explore a medium-density of
development, as the site is limited in terms of
visibility and well-defined by the existing
landscape structure.
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Grassland areas could be kept long in part and
be comprised of local species-rich hay
meadows.
Low to
LAA 987
Medium
Red Court,
Scotland Lane,
Haslemere

High

Medium

Selective removal of non-characteristic,
coniferous plantation to create a well-considered
landscape framework;
All remaining site vegetation should be retained
and enhanced, especially along the northern site
boundary adjoining Scotland Lane.
There is opportunity to introduce coppice
species as an alternative to the coniferous
plantations;
A tree survey to be undertaken to understand
the existing tree quality and to inform a 25-year
management plan to ensure that the existing
green infrastructure is maintained;
Opportunity exists to connect this site to the
nearby neighbourhood of Shepherd’s Hill to the
north of Scotland Lane;
Avoid a proliferation of individual accesses to
dwellings along Scotland Lane, in order to
ensure boundary vegetation, hedgerows and
tree belts are to remain intact, along with any
pre-existing wood bank;
The height of development along the roadside
edge should not exceed two storeys and housing
on more elevated parts of the site’s slopes,
should not exceed the treeline along the
southern site boundary; and
The southern boundary should be enhanced with
additional screen planting, to screen any views
from Red Court and to maintain the setting to
this listed building.

LAA 308
Low
Land to the rear
of The Croft,
Elstead

Medium to
High

Medium

All site vegetation should be retained, especially
along the western and southern site boundaries,
which provide containment from the agricultural
parts of Segment EL01 beyond. A tree survey to
be undertaken, to understand the existing tree
quality and to inform a 25-year management
plan, to ensure the existing green infrastructure
is maintained.
Opportunity exists to connect this site spatially to
the cul-de-sac of The Croft. Development
heights should transition to reflect nearby
properties and overall should not exceed twostoreys and the roofline should not exceed the
height of the trees. The southern, northern and
eastern boundaries should be enhanced with
additional screen planting, assisting with
screening any views from existing residential
properties.

LAA 613
Sunray Farm,
West Hill,
Elstead

Low to
Medium

Low to
Medium

Low to
Medium

All site vegetation should be retained, especially
along existing internal boundaries and site-edge
boundaries, these provide good containment
from the agricultural parts of Segment EL02.
Undertake a tree survey to understand the
existing quality of trees and to inform a 25-year
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management plan, to ensure that the existing
green infrastructure is maintained.
Development should be low to medium density
and should not exceed the density of the existing
housing within West Hill. Overall, development
heights should not exceed 1.5- to 2-storeys or
the roofline of housing within West Hill. Access
should be carefully considered to extend a
‘country lane appearance’ in to the site, as part
of a softer settlement edge. The design of new
properties should explore a low-density, singlestorey plan form which avoids a repetitious
pattern on the upper slopes of the site,
integrated with a strong landscape structure. All
boundaries should be enhanced with additional
screen planting, to screen any views from
existing residential properties or from FP62 and
63.
Low to
LAA 824
Medium
Land at Four
Trees, Hookley
Lane, Elstead

High

Medium

All site vegetation should be retained, especially
along the western and southern site boundaries,
which provide containment from the agricultural /
heathland parts of Segment EL01 beyond. A
tree survey to be undertaken, to understand the
existing tree quality and to inform a 25-year
management plan, to ensure that the existing
green infrastructure is maintained.
Development should be very low-density and
access carefully considered, to avoid an overengineered appearance in the context of
Hookley Lane. Overall, development heights
should not exceed 1- to 1.5-storeys and the
roofline should not exceed the height of the
trees. The proposed building heights are
intended to reflect the low set bungalow
development within the locality. In places it may
be possible to achieve two storeys where the
development can be screened by an existing
mature tree line.
The design of new properties should explore a
low-density, single-storey plan form, which
avoids a repetitious pattern. All boundaries
should be enhanced with additional screen
planting, to screen any views from existing
residential properties.

LAA 364
Land at
Mousehill
Mead, Milford.

Low to
Medium

Medium to
High

Medium

All site vegetation should be retained, especially
along the eastern site boundary adjoining the
Portsmouth Road.
Potential exists to reinforce all boundaries and to
add to the weaker western site edges, to
maintain the low inter-visibility of the wider
landscape segment. A tree survey to be
undertaken to understand the existing tree
quality and to inform a 25-year management
plan, to ensure that the existing green
infrastructure is maintained and to reintroduce
coppice management and other
woodland/hedgerow practices.
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Development should be very low-density and
access carefully considered, to avoid an overengineered appearance to Lower Moushill Lane.
Overall, development heights should not exceed
2.5 storeys and the rooflines should not exceed
the height of the trees which enclose the site.
Low to
LAA 449
Land at Manor Medium
Lodge, Milford.

Medium to
High

Medium

All site vegetation should be retained, especially
along the eastern site boundary adjoining the
Portsmouth Road. A tree survey to be
undertaken to understand the existing tree
quality and to inform a 25-year management
plan, to ensure that the existing green
infrastructure is maintained, as well as reintroducing woodland practices such as
coppicing to enhance the wider AONB.
Potential exists to reinforce high hedgerow
boundaries and to infill any weaker sections of
hedgerow along Elstead Road/Lower Moushill
Lane, to maintain the low inter-visibility of the
wider landscape segment and enhance local
character. Development should be very lowdensity and access carefully considered, to
avoid numerous breaks to hedgerows. Overall
development heights should not exceed 2.5
storeys and rooflines should not exceed the
height of the trees which enclose the site.

LAA 703
Land at
Coneycroft,
Milford

Low

Medium

Low to
Medium

All site vegetation should be retained, especially
along the site boundary adjoining the A3
junction. A tree survey to be undertaken to
understand the existing tree quality and to inform
a 25-year management plan, to ensure that the
existing green infrastructure is maintained;
Potential exists to reinforce high hedgerow
boundaries and to infill any weaker sections of
hedgerow, perhaps creating a more varied
hedgerow, more characteristic of the wider
character area.
Development should be very low-density and
access carefully considered, so as to avoid
numerous breaks to hedgerows. Overall
development heights should not exceed 2.5
storeys and rooflines should not exceed the
height of the trees which enclose the site.

LAA 875
Land at Old
Elstead Road,
Milford

Low to
Medium

Medium to
High

Medium

All site vegetation should be retained, especially
along the site boundary adjoining the A3
junction. A tree survey to be undertaken, to
understand the existing tree quality and to inform
a 25-year management plan, to ensure that the
existing green infrastructure is maintained;
Potential exists to reinforce high hedgerow
boundaries and to infill any weaker sections of
hedgerow along the north-western and south
eastern boundaries.
An indigenous hedgerow with native coniferous
content should be provided along the open
south-western site boundary. Development
should be very low-density and access carefully
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considered, to avoid numerous breaks to
hedgerows.
Overall development heights should not exceed
2 storeys and rooflines should not exceed the
height of the trees which enclose the site.

3.1.

Summary

The proformas identify the measures required to mitigate the effects of residential development with
consideration of the opportunities to enhance the local landscape character and mitigate effects upon
potential visual receptors. The proposed measures are quite specific and could help to reduce the overall
site sensitivity to development. The findings relation to each site are as follows:
LAA 563 Land East of Longdene House, Hedgehog Lane. For this site, it is essential to ensure retention
of the strong landscape structure, the setting to the avenue and therefore may only be developable in parts
which are less visually sensitive to change. It forms parts of the wider transition to the countryside beyond.
LAA 674 Land South East of Haslemere Water Treatment Works, Sturt Road is elevated and would be
visually sensitive in the context of the wider settlement and the setting to the South Downs. Development
would need to be assessed in terms of visible rooflines from views from similarly elevated locations.
LAA 714 Land North of Haslemere Saw Mills, Sturt Road relates to Camelsdale, despite the presence of
highly sensitive visual receptors. With careful retention of vegetation this site could be integrated without
adverse impact to the wider landscape. It could be screened form the hillside to the north with Longene
House.
LAA 955 Longdene Field forms part of the hillock surrounding Longdene House, as such it forms a
sensitive landscape transition to the wider countryside and may not be developable. It is also has a medium
to high sensitivity from dwellings/footpaths.
LAA 987 Red Court, Scotland Lane, Haslemere is heavily vegetation with incongruous fir plantations. It is
visible in places from a limited number of dwellings however there is potential to explore the articulation of
development within the existing dense landscape structure, whilst maintaining the character of Scotland
Lane (by limiting access points) and situating development to avoid rooflines exceeding the tree-line and
providing screen planting.
LAA 308 Land to the rear of The Croft, Elstead site is visible from a limited number of dwellings and is
otherwise well contained by a strong landscape structure. There are no views from the wider landscape.
Development could relate to the Croft spatially and incorporate screen planting.
LAA 613 Sunray Farm, West Hill, Elstead site is visible from footpaths and commercial properties within
the site vicinity with some views from dwellings beyond. Low height, 1.5-2 storey development located at the
lower site elevations, could be integrated with mitigating planting. There are no views from the wider
landscape.
LAA 824 Land at Four Trees, Hookley Lane, Elstead site is visible from a limited number of nearby
dwellings and is otherwise well contained by a strong landscape structure. There are no views from the
wider landscape. Development could be integrated with screen planting to enhance the existing strong
landscape structure.
LAA 364 Land at Mousehill Mead, Milford is close to Portsmouth Road and development would need to
consider views from the settlement edge. The landscape structure could accommodate some change with
careful planning to retain the character of lanes and wooded appearance of this parcel.
LAA 449 Land at Manor Lodge, Milford is close to the Portsmouth Junction and comprises a series of
housing plots and small paddocks which do contribute to the wider character. Development would need to
consider the nearby residential receptors and the character of the lanes and retain the trees on site.
LAA 703 Land at Coneycroft, Milford is subject to noise and not tranquil. The site is well contained and
with mitigating measures could be developed. The mitigating measure would need to ensure consideration
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of the residential receptors and enhance the existing strong landscpae tree belt which forms the site’s
southern boundary.
LAA 875 Land at Old Elstead Road, Milford – is located close to the settlement edge of Milford and is only
visible from a limited number of dwellings. Development would need to redefine the plot boundaries with
additional screen planting.
It is suggested that the measures are considered as part of the development of potential site proposals that
may come forward for each site, supported by a detailed Landscape and Visual Assessment for sites which
are approaching the medium sensitivity in terms of the high-level review undertaken as part of this report.

Appendices – Site Proformas
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Appendix A. Site Proforma
Haslemere Sites
LAA 563 - Land East of Longdene House, Hedgehog Lane
V1 - View from Hedgehog Lane

LAA 674 - Land South East of Haslemere Water Treatment Works, Sturt Road
V1 - View from Sturt Road or A287
V2 - View from Sturt Farm
V3 - View from Sturt Avenue

LAA 714 - Land North of Haslemere Saw Mills, Sturt Road
V1 – View from Camelsdale Road, B2131
V2 – View from Sturt Road
V3 – View from Wey Garden cul de sac

LAA 955 - Longdene Field
V1 - View from FP35
V2 – View from access to Longdene Lodge (private)

LAA 987 - Red Court, Scotland Lane
V1 View east along Scotland Lane
V2 View from Scotland Lane towards the northern site edge

Elstead Sites
LAA308 - Land to the rear of The Croft, Elstead
V1 – View from The Croft cul-de-sac

LAA 613 - Sunray Farm, West Hill, Elstead
V1 – View from FP62
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V2 - View from FP63

LAA 824 - Land at Four Trees, Hookley Lane, Elstead
V1 – View between properties from Hookley Lane
V2 – View from FP112, at Guinea Common

Milford Sites
LAA 364 - Land at Mousehill Mead, Milford
V1 – View through gate at midpoint of FP123
V2 - View along Cherry Tree Rd A283
V3 – View from Lower Mousehill Lane

LAA 449 - Land at Manor Lodge, Milford
V1 - View from junction of Portsmouth Road/Oak Tree Road/FP125
V2 Typical view from Old Elstead Road

LAA 703 - Land at Coneycroft, Milford
V1 – View south from A3 overbridge at Lower Eashing
V2 – View from Western site edge
V3 – Typical view from Bridway 124
V4 – View from A283

LAA 875 - Land at Old Elstead Road, Milford
V1 – View from Lower Mousehill Lane
V2 – Typical view from Old Elstead Road
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Site LAA 563

Name:
Land East of Longdene House, Hedgehog Lane.

Location Map:

Current land use and other proposed nearby
development:

•
•

Unimproved pasture/hay meadow;
Longdene Lodge and its cluster of development is located to the west and there are large detached
dwellings within substantial plots to the east, accessed by a network of private roads.

Local landscape designations:

•

Part of the site lies within the Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB).

including adjacent or nearby designations

•

•
•
•
•

LAA 563 falls within the Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV). That part of the site that is not also
within the AONB, has the designation in the Local Plan of AGLV treated as AONB;
Consideration to be given to the South Downs National Park located to the south of Haslemere, in terms
of the potential visual influence of the site;
Woodland adjoining the eastern site boundary has a ‘blanket’ Tree Preservation Order;
There are no listed buildings within the vicinity of site LAA 563;
Countryside beyond the Green Belt; and
Wealden Heaths II Special Protection Area 5 Km zone.

•

There are no PRoW adjoining or nearby PRoW with views towards the site.

•

Public Rights of Way (PRoW):
Including informal footpaths

Topography, containment and boundaries:

Topography:
• The slopes of the site have a north-eastern aspect and fall from circa 75 to 68m AOD, descending in a
northerly and westerly direction. The site forms part of a locally prominent hill or hillock.
The Site, LAA 563, is comprised of two, rectilinear, small fields.
Boundaries to the parcel include:
• The northern boundary is delineated by a private access with avenue trees leading from Hedgehog Lane
to Longdene House. The northern boundary is defined by fencing, with FP35 located beyond the field to
the north by a deep tree belt leading to Longdene Lodge, with well-maintained fencing; and
• The western boundary is defined by a mature hedgerow with substantial trees, with the grounds of
Longdene Lodge beyond.
• The eastern and south-eastern boundaries adjoin low density residential area and is bound by a tree
belt.
Overall, the site is well-contained by established and well-vegetated boundaries.

Baseline landscape character:

LAA 563 is located within the National Character Area (NCA) 120, Wealden Greensand and influenced by NCA
121, the High Weald to the east. It is located within the Surrey County Council (Waverley) character area, GW5:
Hindhead Wooded Greensand Hills, possessing the characteristics described in the published description,
perched on complex topography, and being that of a well-wooded and enclosed site.
With regard to Waverley’s Landscape Study to inform the allocation of housing, the study Site LAA 563, falls
within HE06, as part of the crown of the hillside with Longdene Lodge located at the summit. The site is wellcontained by vegetation, consistent with the description of the wider area. The avenue along the northern
boundary provides considerable spatial separation from the parcels north. The other boundaries comprise of
substantial hedgerows with trees along the length.

Nearby, built-form is low-density housing located on a series of private roads and set within large plots with
individual access points. Most housing in this context is substantial in footprint, with some landmark buildings
exceeding 2 storeys. The age and character of individual dwellings varies considerably, with some very
distinctive local examples of the 1930s arts and craft style. The site does contribute to the setting of the
settlement edge, as it is one of a series of fields, but is not a discernible element. The field forms part of the
approach experience along the access road to Longdene Lodge, however, this is not a listed building.
Access to this site is limited and there are no PRoWs. Dense vegetation gives the Site considerable separation
from the surrounding character area. The site does contribute to the hillock with a series of small-scale
irregular parkland field which provide a transition to the wider countryside.
LAA 563 falls partly within the Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) and entirely within the
Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV). The part of the site outside the AONB has a designation in the Local Plan
of AGLV treated as being within the Surrey Hills AONB. It reflects the qualities of the AONB and the related
pressures, such as the influence of nearby urban areas and the potential for loss or decline in woodland and
coppice. The north-eastern portion of the site is considered as a ‘candidate site’ in The Hankinson Duckett
report, for inclusion in the Surrey Hills AONB.
Typical viewpoints:
Examples included on viewpoint map (from residential, commercial
and footpaths)

There are possible views from the eastern settlement edge, from dwellings looking westwards from Hedgehog
Lane and Hasle Drive only. Some of these viewpoints are elevated, potentially looking over the eastern portion
of the site, however, the boundary and tree cover is deep and there could be glimpses of development in
wintertime views. It was not possible to access these streets at the time of survey.
There are glimpsed views from FP35 into the site between gaps in intervening boundary vegetation.
There are no views from the wider Haslemere settlement of LAA 563. The site of LAA 563 has limited intervisibility compared with the wider HE06 parcel of land, as it is screened by boundary vegetation. Views from the
south of Haslemere and from the Black Down area of the South Downs National Park were not possible due to
intervening vegetation.

Landscape sensitivity:
Sensitivity to change

Site LAA 563 has a Medium to High sensitivity to change, due to its location and proximity to the settlement
edge and is considered rare due to its contribution to the immediate surrounding area. It also forms part of a
transitional landscape, part of a hillside/hillock adjacent to settlement edge, but there are several distinct
parcels or fields to the south and west which lead into the wider countryside beyond. The site is quite tranquil in
the context of the wider area, but is not devoid of urban influence, due to its proximity to the residential area to
the east.

Visual Sensitivity:
Sensitive receptors on viewpoint map, denoted with yellow dashed
line

Overall Sensitivity to Development:

AONB Mitigation Strategy:
Measures to reduce impact on the landscape and visual qualities of
the AONB or the setting to the AONB such as:
Footpaths/public rights of way and viewpoints;
The massing or height of built form, building
lines/rooflines;
Development lines or envelope; and
- Landscape treatment to site boundaries or incorporation
of site features.

The receptors of greatest visual sensitivity include the residential views described above from Hedgehog Lane
and Hasle Drive. Views are generally curtailed by woodland vegetation, with no views from longer distance
viewpoints.
Visual Sensitivity: The sensitivity for visual receptors would be Medium to High due to the possible views from
dwellings on the settlement edge.
Site LAA 563 has an overall Medium to High Sensitivity to development, combining the values set out for
Landscape and Visual Sensitivity above. This is comprised of the combined effects of this transitional landscape,
the amenity and relatively limited, but sensitive nature of the viewpoints, which benefit from the present
screening afforded by existing vegetation. The site is rare in the context of the wider parkland landscape to the
southern part of Haslemere, forming a transition to the wider countryside, but does not visually influence the
setting to the South Down National Park.
Measures to integrate LAA 563 would include:
- All site vegetation should be retained, and a tree survey undertaken to understand the existing quality,
presence of TPOs/veteran trees to inform a 25-year management plan to ensure the existing green
infrastructure is maintained;
- The substantial tree avenue and lane on the northern boundary should retained and the open character
of this parkland field visible from this lane considered in any future proposals;
- Add low level planting, such as a boundary hedgerow to reduce visual effects to views from the access
route to Longdene Lodge, to create a visually consistent treatment along the avenue; and
- The height of development should not exceed two storeys, there may be opportunity to explore
medium-density developments, as the site is limited in terms of visibility and is well-defined by the
existing landscape structure.

View LAA 563 V1- A View from Hedgehog Lane, a private road.
Private dwelling access

Tree belt on northern
boundary providing
visual enclosure

Site LAA 674

Name:
Land South East of Haslemere Water Treatment Works, Sturt Road.

Location Map:

Current land use and other proposed nearby
development:

•
•
•

Unimproved pasture/hay meadow;
Land to the north-east has planning consent for residential development; and
The site is located adjacent to the A287, but is separated by a high, structural, highways retaining wall.

Local landscape designations:

•

LAA 674 falls within an Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV) which, in the Local Plan, has the
designation of AGLV treated as being within the AONB.

including adjacent or nearby designations

•

•
•

Consideration to be given to the South Downs National Park located to the south of Haslemere, in terms
of the potential views from long-distance walks;
There are no TPOs or Ancient Woodland within site LAA 674;
There are three Grade II listed buildings within the vicinity of site LAA 674, Sturt Farm and its associated
Barn and Granary plus shed;
Countryside beyond the Green Belt; and
Wealden Heaths II Special Protection Area 5 Km zone.

•

There are no PRoW adjoining the Site itself, but FP35 extends to the north of the site, joining the A287.

•
•

Public Rights of Way (PRoW):
Including informal footpaths

Topography, containment and boundaries:

Topography:
• The slopes of the site have a southerly aspect and generally follows the contours around the hill at
125m AOD.
The Site, LAA 674 is a long, linear, elevated strip of land.
Boundaries to the parcel include:
• The northern boundary is delineated by FP35 and a cluster of listed buildings associated with Sturt
Farm, which is bound by a strong, well-defined hedgerow and tree belt;
• The eastern boundary is not well-defined, but forms a break point to an open field as the presence of
woodland/scrub vegetation, reducing in density to become a managed field;
• The western boundary is elevated and defined by tree cover and the significant, engineered retaining
wall running along the A287; and
• The southern boundary is defined by a sparse tree belt with some remaining substantial trees.
Overall the site is contained by both the elevated edge, the tree cover and the topography of the land beyond,
as it rises towards Longdene Lodge at the summit.

Baseline landscape character:

LAA 674 is located within the National Character Area (NCA) 120, Wealden Greensand and is influenced by NCA
121, the High Weald to the east. It is located within the Surrey County Council (Waverley) character area, GW5:
Hindhead Wooded Greensand Hills, possessing the characteristics described in the published description,
perched on complex topography, being well-wooded and an enclosed site.
With regard to Waverley’s Landscape Study to inform the allocation of housing the study, Site LAA 674 falls
primarily within the elongated Segment HE07, which runs along the borough boundary edge. It is also
influenced by HE06, as part of the crown of the hillside with Longdene Lodge located to the east. The site is
well-contained by vegetation, consistent with the description of the wider area. The landscape sensitivity and
value are defined as Medium. The site does form the edge to the settlement, however, its elevated nature
needs to be considered in the context of the South Downs National Park to the South.

Nearby, built-form is medium-density housing located on a series of cul-de-sacs set behind a Victorian frontage
running along the A287. Most houses to the south are terraced/semi-detached, with small plots and are located
at a lower elevation than the site.
Access to this site is not possible. The overall sparse wooded/scrub cover does mean the site differs from the
surrounding dense vegetation, which gives the Site considerable separation from the surrounding character
area.
This parcel falls within the AGLV, (treated as AONB) only. It also influences the setting to the South Downs
National Park, however, it is located within the Haslemere settlement edge and closely associated with the
A287. The landscape features such as woodland, would be of value in the context of the AONB. The site is
considered as a ‘candidate site’ in The Hankinson Duckett report, for inclusion in the Surrey Hills AONB.
Typical viewpoints:
Examples included on viewpoint map (from residential, commercial
and footpaths)

•
•

•
•

There are views from dwellings located along the A287 which are located at a lower elevation. The view
is towards the retaining wall and the elevated, tree-lined site edge;
There are views from dwellings in nearby residential streets, including Wey Gardens and Sturt Avenue,
towards the treeline on the elevated site edge. The visual effects are likely to vary in wintertime, with
less leaf cover.
There are glimpsed views from FP35 southwards into the site area of LAA 674 between gaps in
vegetation.
There are no views from the wider Haslemere settlement of LAA 674. The site of LAA 674 has some
inter-visibility, as the wider segment of HE07 is elevated, however, the hillside and segment HE06
beyond provide a wooded backdrop to views from within the settlement itself.

At the time of the survey, views from elevated slopes and country lanes southwards towards Haslemere and
from the South Downs National Park were not possible, due to intervening vegetation and the complex nature
of the valley and ridge topography. This may differ in wintertime, due to the seasonal loss of foliage from
deciduous trees and shrubs
Landscape sensitivity:
Sensitivity to change

Site LAA 674 has a Medium sensitivity to change, due to its elevated location and proximity to the settlement
edge, however, it is not rare in the context of the immediate surrounding area. It also forms part of the A287
route corridor and would form a logical parcel of development. The site is not tranquil in the context of the
wider area and is retained in part by an engineered structure, a common feature within Haslemere, due to the
pronounced changes in topography.

Visual Sensitivity:
Sensitive receptors on viewpoint map, denoted with yellow dashed
line

The receptors of greatest visual sensitivity include the residential views described above from Sturt Avenue.
Views are generally curtailed by houses and vegetation and it is not possible to see the whole site, due to the
wooded, elevated edge to the site. There are no views from longer distance viewpoints.
Visual Sensitivity: The sensitivity for visual receptors would be Medium to High due to potential residential
viewpoints.

Overall Sensitivity to Development:

Site LAA 674 has an overall Medium to High Sensitivity to development, combining the values set out for
Landscape and Visual Sensitivity above. This is comprised of the combined effects of this transitional landscape,
its amenity and the relatively limited, sensitive nature of the viewpoints, which would benefit from the
screening afforded by existing vegetation. The site is rare in the context of the wider setting to the southern
part of Haslemere and could potentially visually influence the setting to the South Down National Park.

AONB Mitigation Strategy:

Measures to integrate LAA 674 would include:
• All site vegetation should be retained, especially along the elevated site-edge and a tree survey
undertaken to understand the quality of the existing trees and to inform a 25-year management plan to
ensure that the existing green infrastructure is maintained;
• Opportunity exists to connect this site to nearby local amenities, such as recreational routes or the town
centre by connecting the site to FP35 to promote use;
• Add low-level planting, such as a boundary hedgerow, with hedgerow trees along the northern
boundary to define the development parcel and to reflect the strong, wooded tree belts within the
wider area;
• The height of development needs to be considered in the application process, potentially a stepped,
built-form to ensure that rooflines are not visible beyond the wooded, elevated, southern site edge
adjoining the A287.

Measures to reduce impact on the landscape and visual qualities of
the AONB or the setting to the AONB such as:
Footpaths/public rights of way and viewpoints;
The massing or height of built-form, building
lines/rooflines;
Development lines or envelope; and
- Landscape treatment to site boundaries or incorporation
of site features.

View LAA 674 V1- View from Sturt Road or A287 along the elevated western site boundary.
Wooded raised edge to site

Sturt Road

View LAA 674 V2 - View from Sturt Farm with the elevated site-boundary vegetation visible beyond.
Northern site boundary
tree belt

Sturt Farm

Footpath No. 35

View LAA 674 V3- Typical view from Sturt Avenue and residential properties.
Northern site edge

Southern site edge

Site LAA 714

Name:
Land North of Haslemere Saw Mills, Sturt Road.

Location Map:

Current land use and other proposed nearby
development:

•
•
•
•

Local landscape designations:

•

Unimproved pasture/hay meadow;
The site is located to the north of the A287 at the junction with Camelsdale Road and meets the road at
grade along its south and western boundary, there appears to be some previous use to the site along
the roadside edge;
Land to the east is light industrial; and
Site LAA 674, the elevated site with engineered, retained, roadside edge is located to the immediate
north.
LAA 714 falls within the Surrey Hills AONB (Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty);

including adjacent or nearby designations

•
•
•
•

Public Right of Way (PRoW):

•

LAA 714 falls within an Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV), which includes the entire parcel;
Countryside Beyond the Green Belt;
Consideration to be given to the South Downs National Park located to the south of Haslemere, in terms
of the potential views from long-distance walks; and
There is one Grade II listed building within the vicinity of site LAA 714, listed as ‘Fleur de Lys Old
Bramhyl”.
There are no PRoWs.

Including informal footpaths

Topography, containment and boundaries:

Topography:
• The slopes of the site have a south-westerly aspect and generally follow the contours around the
hillside at Camelsdale (with Longdene Lodge at its summit), sloping down to the A287 from 145 to 125m
AOD.
The Site, LAA 714, varies in width, culminating in a deeper development plot at its eastern end.
Boundaries to the parcel include:
• The northern boundary is delineated by a sparsely-defined hedgerow and tree belt, which is also
contiguous with site LAA 674;
• The north-eastern boundary is defined by a tree belt, which forms a break point to open fields beyond;
• The south-western boundary is partially defined by hedge/tree cover and the A287; and
• The eastern boundary is defined by a hedgerow-only, with industrial uses visible beyond.
The site is open along the roadside and is not well-contained on all sides.

Baseline landscape character:

LAA 714 is located within the National Character Area (NCA) 120, Wealden Greensand and influenced by NCA
121, the High Weald to the east. It is located within the Surrey County Council (Waverley) character area, GW5:
Hindhead Wooded Greensand Hills, possessing the characteristic described in the published description,
perched on complex topography, being well-wooded and an enclosed site.
With regard to Waverley’s Landscape Study to inform the allocation of housing, the study Site LAA 714,
primarily falls within the elongated Segment HE07, which runs along the borough boundary edge. It is also
influenced by HE06, as part of the crown of the hillside with Longdene Lodge located to the north-east. The site
is open and relates strongly to the A287.
The elevated north-eastern boundary is defined by hedge/tree belt. Within the study, the description is
consistent with the description of the wider area. The landscape sensitivity and value of the wider area are
defined as Medium. The site itself does not form the edge to the settlement, however, it does relate to the
A287 corridor and the neighbourhood of Camelsdale.

Due to its lower elevation, it does not influence the setting to the South Downs National Park to the South.
Nearby, built-form is medium-density housing located on a series of cul-de-sacs set behind a Victorian frontage
running along the A287. Most houses to the south are terraced/semi-detached with small plots and are located
at a slightly lower elevation than the site, surrounding a minor river valley.
Access to this site is possible from the A287. The open aspect of the site does mean that the site differs from
the surrounding fields. The urbanising influence of the light industrial uses to the east do reduce the value of
this parcel in the context of the wider landscape character, which gives the Site considerable separation from
the surrounding character area. Additionally, overhead powerlines detract from the site’s landscape quality.
This parcel falls within the Surrey Hills AONB, the boundary crosses the site and an Area of Great Landscape
Value (AGLV). It does possess landscape features which strongly reflect the character of the AONB, such as
woodland belts, coppice and hay meadows, although opportunity exists to strengthen these boundaries.
It also influences the setting to the South Downs National Park, however, it is located within the Haslemere
settlement edge and closely associated with the A287.
Typical viewpoints:
Examples included on viewpoint map (from residential, commercial
and footpaths)

•
•
•
•
•

Landscape sensitivity:
Sensitivity to change

There are views from dwellings located along the A287 which are located at a lower elevation. The view
is towards the open, south-facing slopes of the site;
There are views from dwellings in nearby residential streets, including Wey Gardens and Sturt Avenue,
towards the treeline on the elevated site edge. The visual effects are likely to vary in wintertime, due to
less leaf cover;
There are possible views form the light industrial units to the south-east of the site;
There are no views from the wider Haslemere settlement of LAA 714. The site of LAA 714 has a higher
level of inter-visibility than the wider segment of HE07 and is heavily influenced by industrial uses and
the A287 route corridor.
At the time of the survey, views from elevated slopes and country lanes southwards towards Haslemere
and from the South Downs National Park were not possible due to intervening vegetation and the
complex nature of the valley and ridge topography. This may vary in wintertime due to seasonal loss of
foliage associated with deciduous trees and shrubs.

Site LAA 714 has a Low to Medium sensitivity to change due to the contextual land uses and the lack of
enclosure. Viewed within the context of Camelsdale the site provides a rural south eastern edge to the nearby
settlement of Haslemere. It also forms part of the A287 route corridor. The site is not tranquil in the context of
the wider area and is reasonably low in elevation, such that development would not be of significant impact in
the context of the settlement edge.

Visual Sensitivity:
Sensitive receptors on viewpoint map, denoted with yellow dashed
line

The receptors of greatest visual sensitivity include the residential views described above from Wey Gardens and
the A287. Views are generally curtailed by houses and intervening vegetation and it is not possible to see the
whole site from these locations. There are no views from longer distance viewpoints.
Visual Sensitivity: The sensitivity for visual receptors would be Low for views from the industrial receptors and
Medium to High from the potential residential viewpoints, depending upon distance of the views.

Overall Sensitivity to Development:

Site LAA 714 as an overall Medium Sensitivity to development, combining the values set out for Landscape and
Visual Sensitivity above. This is comprised of the combined effects of this parcel, which is set within a linear
landscape corridor, which is influenced by the strong urbanising character. The elevation of the site is low, and
it does not visually impact the hillside beyond (with Longdene Lodge at its summit).
The site is not rare in the context of the wider setting to the southern part of Haslemere and does not visually
influence the setting to the South Downs National Park.

AONB Mitigation Strategy:

Measures to integrate LAA 714 would include:
• All site vegetation should be retained, especially along the elevated, north-eastern site edge and a
tree survey undertaken to understand the existing tree quality and to inform a 25-year
management plan to ensure the existing green infrastructure is maintained;
• Opportunity exists to connect this site to the nearby neighbourhood of Camelsdale;
• Enhance the vegetated roadside boundary to soften the effect of built-form within the site, add low
level planting, such as a boundary hedgerow;
• The height of development along the roadside edge should not exceed two storeys and housing on
more elevated parts of the site’s slopes, should not exceed the treeline along the north-eastern
boundary, as this is the breakpoint to the field pattern and hillside beyond. This boundary should be
enhanced with advanced nursery stock.
• The landscape framework of the site should use trees and high hedgerows to break up the visual
presence of built-form.

Measures to reduce impact on the landscape and visual qualities of
the AONB or the setting to the AONB such as:
Footpaths/public rights of way and viewpoints;
The massing or height of built form, building
lines/rooflines;
Development lines or envelope; and
- Landscape treatment to site boundaries or incorporation
of site features.

View LAA 714 V1- View from the junction of Sturt Road (A287) and Camelsdale Road.
Northern site edge e

Open highways edge

Overhead lines

Southern site edge

m

View LAA 714 V2 - Roadside view from Sturt Road (A287) towards the site.
Northern site boundary

Limited vegetation to roadside

Southern site boundary

Sturt Road

View LAA 714 V3 - Typical view from Wey Gardens and properties.
Wey Gardens

Open area of site visible

Site LAA 955

Name:
Longdene Field.

Location Map:

Current land use and other proposed nearby
development/contextual uses:

•
•
•
•
•

Local landscape designations:
including adjacent or nearby designations

•
•
•

Parkland field, unimproved pasture/hay meadow;
Land to the north of site 955, at Sturt Farm has permission for residential development residential
development;
Land to the west is a similar, small-scale field;
Land to the south and west are comprised of very large individual plots with extensive grounds and
clusters of substantial buildings within highly-managed grounds; and
The settlement edge is located to the east, with low-density housing in large, single plots.
LAA 955 partly falls within Surrey Hills AONB (Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty);
LAA 955 falls within an Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV). The part of the site outside the AONB
has a designation in the Local Plan of AGLV treated as being within the Surrey Hills AONB.
Countryside Beyond the Green Belt;

•

Public Rights of Way (PRoW):
Including informal footpaths

Topography, containment and boundaries:

•

Consideration to be given to the South Downs National Park located to the south of Haslemere, in terms
of the visual influence of the site; and
There are no listed buildings within the vicinity of site LAA 955.

•
•

Footpath FP35 runs along the northern site boundary; and
The private access road to Longdene House adjoins the site’s southern boundary.

Topography:
• The slopes of the site have a north-western aspect and fall from circa 75 to 68m AOD, descending in a
northerly and westerly direction.
The Site, LAA 955, is triangular in plan form.
Boundaries to the parcel include:
• The northern boundary defined by fencing, with FP35 located beyond by a deep, tree belt.
• The southern and eastern boundary are delineated by a private track, with avenue trees leading from
Hedgehog Lane to Longdene House; and
• The western boundary is defined by a mature hedgerow with substantial trees.
Overall the site is well-contained by established and well-vegetated boundaries.

Baseline landscape character:

LAA 955 is located within the National Character Area (NCA) 120, Wealden Greensand and influenced by NCA
121, the High Weald to the east. It is located within the Surrey County Council (Waverley) character area, GW5:
Hindhead Wooded Greensand Hills, possessing the characteristics described in the publication, perched on
complex topography, being well wooded and an enclosed site.
With regard to Waverley’s Landscape Study to inform the allocation of housing, the study Site LAA 955, falls
within HE06, as part of the northern slope of the hillside with Longdene House located at the summit. The
description of the Segment HE06 points to development capacity in the fields to the north of the footpath FP35,
due to visibility and landscape character adjacent to the existing houses. Any development would be visually
associated with the existing houses and would have limited impact on more distant views. This northern slope is
however visible from the town centre. The wider parcel possesses moderate landscape sensitivity to
development and the landscape value is classed as Medium.
Site LAA 955 is well contained by vegetation, consistent with the description of the wider area. The depth of
vegetation along the northern boundary provides considerable spatial separation from the lower slopes of land
to the north, which descends to the residential street of Sun Brow. The other boundaries comprise of
substantial trees along their lengths.

Nearby, built-form is low-density housing located on a series of private roads and set within large plots with
individual access points. Most of the housing in the context is substantial in footprint, with some landmark
buildings exceeding 2 storeys. The age and character of individual dwellings varies considerably, with some very
distinctive local examples of the 1930s arts and craft style. The site does contribute to the setting of the
settlement edge, as it is one of a series of fields, but is not a discernible element. It could be considered as part
of the approach experience along the access road to Longdene House, however, this is not a listed building.
Access to this site is limited to private roads and there is an existing disused field gate in the north-western site
corner, from which it is possible to see some of the field beyond.
This parcel falls partly within the AONB (the boundary crosses the site), and partly with the AGLV, designated as
‘treated as AONB’. It does however possess landscape features, such as tree belts and hay meadow, which
reflect the characteristics of features to be preserved and enhanced. Land to the north and the north-eastern
portion of the site is considered as a ‘candidate site’ in The Hankinson Duckett report, for inclusion in the Surrey
Hills AONB.
Typical viewpoints:

•

Examples included on viewpoint map (from residential, commercial
and footpaths)

•
•
•

Landscape sensitivity:
Sensitivity to change

Visual Sensitivity:
Sensitive receptors on viewpoint map, denoted with yellow dashed
line

There are views from the eastern settlement edge from dwellings looking westwards from Hedgehog
Lane and Hasle Drive. Some of these viewpoints are elevated, potentially looking over the western
portion of the site, however, the boundary and tree cover is deep. There could be glimpses of
development in wintertime views, due to seasonal loss of deciduous tree foliage.
There are glimpsed views from FP35 into the site between gaps in boundary vegetation and a slightly
more open view at the gated access to the field on the north-western corner of the site.
There are possible views from the wider Haslemere settlement, from dwellings located on elevated
slopes, of the northern slopes of the hillside, notably the land to the north of LAA 955. The site of LAA
955 itself is screened by boundary vegetation.
Views from the south of Haslemere and from the South Downs National Park were not possible due to
intervening vegetation.

Site LAA 955 has a Medium to High sensitivity to change, due to its location and the setting it provides to the
settlement edge and Longdene House, it is rare in the context of the immediate surrounding area. It also forms
part of a transitional landscape, part of a hillside or hillock and forms one of several distinct parcels or small
irregular parkland fields to the south and west, which lead into the wider countryside beyond. The site is quite
tranquil in the context of the wider area, but is not completely devoid of urban influence, due to its proximity to
the residential area to the east.
The receptors of greatest visual sensitivity include potential residential views described above from Hedgehog
Lane and Hasle Drive and from FP35. Views are generally curtailed by woodland vegetation, including views
from longer distances.

There are longer distance views of this site from the wider settlement of Haslemere.
Visual Sensitivity: The sensitivity for visual receptors would be Medium to High due to the limited number of
potential viewpoints predominantly from publicly accessible viewpoints and possibly from dwellings in the
settlement edge of Hedgehog Lane.
Overall Sensitivity to Development:

AONB Mitigation Strategy:
Measures to reduce impact on the landscape and visual qualities of
the AONB or the setting to the AONB such as:
Footpaths/public rights of way and viewpoints;
The massing or height of built form, building
lines/rooflines;
Development lines or envelope; and
- Landscape treatment to site boundaries or incorporation
of site features.

Site LAA 955 has an overall Medium to High Sensitivity to development, combining the values set out for
Landscape and Visual Sensitivity above. This is comprised of the combined effects of this transitional landscape,
its amenity in terms of the landscape setting to the prominent avenue on its southern boundary. There is a
limited sensitive nature of number of residential viewpoints, which would benefit from the present screening
afforded by existing vegetation. The site forms part of the wider setting to the southern part of Haslemere but
does not form part of the setting to the South Down National Park .
beyond
Measures to integrate LAA 955 would include:
• All site vegetation should be retained, and a tree survey undertaken to understand the existing tree
quality and to inform a 25-year management plan, to ensure that the existing green infrastructure is
maintained. This should identify any TPOs or veteran trees;
• The substantial woodland belt and setting to the avenue should be included in publicly accessible
areas of the site to maintain its contribution to local amenity and therefore this should be carefully
considered in any development scenario;
• Additional planting to gaps along the northern boundary adjoining FP35, to ameliorate the visual
effects of glimpses of development beyond the site boundary;
• Add low level planting, such as a boundary hedgerow to reduce any visual effects to views from the
access route to Longdene House, to create a visually consistent treatment along the avenue;
• Orientate development to create open space and access points which connect to FP35;
• The height of any potential development should not exceed two storeys, there may be opportunity
to explore a medium-density of development, as the site is limited in terms of visibility and welldefined by the existing landscape structure; and
• Grassland areas could be kept long in part and be comprised of local species-rich hay meadows.

View LAA 955 V1- A View from FP 35 through the tree belt along the northern site edge.
Footpath No. 35

Site Access

Far side of tree belt with open site beyond

View LAA 955 V2- View from Private access to Longdene Lodge.
Vegetation on southern site boundary

Deep tree belt providing visual containment to the site

Site LAA 987

Name:
Red Court, Scotland Lane.

Location Map:

Current land use and other proposed
nearby development:

•
•
•
•

Local landscape designations:
including adjacent or nearby designations

•
•

•
•

LAA 987 is outside of the Surrey Hills AONB (Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty);
LAA 987 falls within an Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV). It has a Local Plan designation of AGLV treated as being
within the Surrey Hills AONB.
Consideration to be given to the South Downs National Park located to the south of Haslemere, in terms of the
potential views from the south from long-distance walks;
There are two Grade II listed buildings, The Lodge to Red Court at the eastern site entrance and Red Court, located to
the south of the site;
Countryside beyond the Green Belt;
The site is within Wealden Heaths II Special Protection Area 5km Zone.

•

There is no PRoW adjacent to the site; and

•
•

Public Rights of Way (PRoW):
Including informal footpaths

Includes unimproved pasture/hay meadow;
Forestry;
The site is located to the south of Scotland Lane and has low-density residential uses to the north and west of the site;
and
Land to the east is a mix of small-scale fields and low-density, residential development.

•

The Sussex Border Path crosses land within the valley to the south east of LAA 987 from Scotland Lane to Stedland
Farm. It was considered that there would be no views from this PRoW based on previous knowledge of the site.

Topography, containment and
boundaries:

Topography:
• The slopes of the site have a northerly aspect and generally follow the contours around the hillside at Red Court. The
site slopes south to north from 200 to 180m AOD on Scotland Lane; and
• The site forms one side of a shallow valley, with the former agricultural hedgerow remaining intact, together with tree
belts providing containment along the northern site edge. The other side of the road has some remnant hedgerows
and wood banks on property boundaries.
LAA 987 is triangular in plan shape, comprised of a series of rectilinear or square enclosures and a distinctive square block of
coniferous woodland.
Boundaries to the parcel include:
• The northern boundary is delineated by Scotland Lane, well-vegetated with tree belts and hedgerow vegetation along
the site fence;
• The southern site boundary is comprised of trees and the entrance to Red Court, located to the south of LAA 987;
• The western boundary is comprised of domestic boundaries belonging to the properties along Scotland Close; and
• The eastern boundary is defined by a hedgerow/tree belt along Scotland Lane and trees which delineate the access to
Red Court.

Baseline landscape character:

LAA 987 is located within the National Character Area (NCA) 120, Wealden Greensand and is influenced by the NCA 121, the
High Weald to the east. It is located within the Surrey County Council (Waverley) character area, GW5: Hindhead Wooded
Greensand Hills. There is land use and presence of coniferous forestry compartments within the site. However, densely
wooded plots are not typical of the immediate wider area. Red Court to the south of the site is a designed, large-scale
landscape, with gardens relating to the main listed property.
In Waverley’s Landscape Study to inform the allocation of housing, the study Site LAA 987, primarily falls within the Segment
HE05A, which runs parallel to Scotland Lane, noting the uses and records of the site, the sensitivity of the landscape and value
are categorised as Moderate and Medium respectively.
The site LAA 987 is located next to Scotland Lane and can be described as different in character to the wider segment. It is also
well-contained by vegetation and boundaries.
Due to its lower elevation, it is unlikely to influence the setting of the South Downs National Park to the south.
This parcel falls within the AGLV with the designation in the Local Plan of AGLV treated as AONB. It does not reflect the
character of the wider AONB, with coniferous plantations, however, there is scope to consider measures in its future
management. Tree belts do form a strong element within the site’s green infrastructure and these are characteristic of the
AONB. It does contribute positively to the character and appearance of Scotland Lane. It also potentially influences the setting
to the South Downs National Park; however, it is located within the Haslemere settlement edge and is closely associated with
Scotland Lane. The northern part of the site is considered as a ‘candidate site’ in The Hankinson Duckett report, for inclusion
in the Surrey Hills AONB.

Access to this site is possible from Scotland Lane and would need to be carefully managed to avoid loss of the vegetation along
the length of Scotland Lane, with a minimal number of breaks required, to preserve the enclosed character of Scotland Lane.
Typical viewpoints:
Examples included on viewpoint map (from
residential, commercial and footpaths)

Landscape sensitivity:
Sensitivity to change

Visual Sensitivity:
Sensitive receptors on viewpoint map, denoted
with yellow dashed line

There are views from dwellings located along Scotland Lane and from the more recent, higher-density development at
Scotland Close.
The visual effects are likely to vary in wintertime, due to reduced leaf coverage. Views are towards the open, south-facing
slopes of the site.
There are no views from the wider Haslemere settlement of LAA 987. The site of LAA 987 has a lower level of inter-visibility
than the wider segment of HE05A and is visually very well-contained.
At the time of survey, views from the Black Down area of the South Downs National Park, were not possible, due to
intervening vegetation and the complex nature of the valley and ridge topography.
Site LAA 987 has a Low to Medium sensitivity to change, due to the difference in character between the site and the wider
area and the proximity of the site to nearby existing residential development. The site forms the alternative side to Scotland
Lane and with careful consideration of new development, could accommodate new housing within a retained landscape
structure.
The site is not tranquil in the context of the wider residential area and is well concealed, such that the development would not
be of significant impact in the context of the settlement edge.
The receptors of greatest visual sensitivity include the residential views described above, from Scotland Lane/Scotland Close.
Views are generally curtailed by the site’s boundary vegetation and the internal framework of hedgerows and tree
belts/plantations.
Red Court may have views north towards Site LAA 987.
Visual Sensitivity: The sensitivity for visual receptors would be High for views, from the limited number of residential
properties that can see the site beyond the existing boundary vegetation.

Overall Sensitivity to Development:

Site LAA 987 has an overall Medium Sensitivity to development, combining the values set out for Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity above. This is comprised of the combined effects of this parcel, which is set within a strong, existing, well-wooded
landscape framework and the views to the site would be glimpses from nearby dwellings.
Development within this site would be limited in terms of visual influence.
The site is not rare in the context of the wider setting to the southern part of Haslemere and does not visually influence the
setting to the South Downs National Park.

AONB Mitigation Strategy:

Measures to integrate LAA 987 would include:
• Selective removal of non-characteristic, coniferous plantation to create a well-considered landscape framework;
• All remaining site vegetation should be retained and enhanced, especially along the northern site boundary
adjoining Scotland Lane.
• There is opportunity to introduce coppice species as an alternative to the coniferous plantations;
• A tree survey to be undertaken to understand the existing tree quality and to inform a 25-year management plan
to ensure that the existing green infrastructure is maintained;

Measures to reduce impact on the landscape and
visual qualities of the AONB or the setting to the
AONB such as:
Footpaths/public rights of way and
viewpoints;
The massing or height of built-form,
building lines/rooflines;
Development lines or envelope; and

-

Landscape treatment to site
boundaries or incorporation of site
features.

•
•
•
•

Opportunity exists to connect this site to the nearby neighbourhood of Shepherd’s Hill to the north of Scotland
Lane;
Avoid a proliferation of individual accesses to dwellings along Scotland Lane, in order to ensure boundary
vegetation, hedgerows and tree belts are to remain intact, along with any pre-existing wood bank;
The height of development along the roadside edge should not exceed two storeys and housing on more elevated
parts of the site’s slopes, should not exceed the treeline along the southern site boundary; and
The southern boundary should be enhanced with additional screen planting, to screen any views from Red Court
and to maintain the setting to this listed building.

View LAA 987 V1- View East along Scotland Lane
Scotland Lane

High hedgerows with coppice

View LAA 987 V2- View from Scotland Lane towards the northern site edge with plantations visible.
Coniferous plantation

Wooded edge to Scotland Lane

Site LAA 308

Name:
LAA 308 - Land to the rear of The Croft, Elstead.

Location Map:

Current land use and other proposed
nearby development:

•
•
•

Includes unimproved pasture/hay meadow with scrub/tree cover;
The site is accessed via and located to the south of housing built in the 1990s/early 2000s; and
To the east the land use is lower-density housing.

Local landscape designations:

•
•
•
•

LAA 308 is within the Surrey Hills AONB (Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty);
LAA 308 falls within an Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV);
There are no TPOs or Ancient Woodland within site LAA 308;
There are no listed buildings within the vicinity of site LAA 308;

including adjacent or nearby designations

Public Rights of Way (PRoW):
Including informal footpaths

•
•
•

Land is within the Green Belt;
Wealden Heaths II Special Protection Area 5 Km zone; and
Wealden Heaths I Special Area of Conservation 2km zone.

•
•

There are no PRoW adjacent to the site; and
There is a broader, connected network of PRoW within the countryside.

Topography, containment and
boundaries:

Topography:
• LAA 308 is generally flat and is at 60m AOD;
• The site is very enclosed and is contained by mature woodland and tree belts;
• The site forms one side of a shallow valley, with the former, agricultural hedgerow remaining intact, together with
tree belts providing containment along the northern site edge. The other side of the road has some remnant
hedgerows and wood banks on property boundaries.
The Site, LAA 308, is rectilinear in plan form, it is essentially an unmanaged field which has been fenced off with hoarding
and there is an access via a cul-de-sac, The Croft.
Boundaries to the parcel include:
• The northern boundary is delineated by a combination of domestic and security fencing with some vegetation in
the form of managed, domestic-scale hedgerows;
• Similarly, the eastern boundary comprises a series of domestic property boundaries, with mature trees along its
length;
• The southern boundary is defined by a mature hedgerow and tree belt; and
• The Western boundary merges with a block of woodland.
The site itself has become quite overgrown and overall the containment is high.

Baseline landscape character:

LAA 308 is located within the National Character Area (NCA) 120, Wealden Greensand and influenced by NCA 121, the High
Weald to the east. It is located within the Surrey County Council (Waverley) character area, Character Area GO1:
Shackleford Open Greensand Hills. The land use is former agricultural land, which has now become partly wooded and
overgrown.
This parcel falls within the Surrey Hills AONB and Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV) and, the wider area reflects the
character area of the Greensand Valley, the Upper Way with the presence of heathlands, which form part of the nearby
MOD land, Guinea Common.
Access to this site is possible from The Croft cul-de-sac. LAA 308 is heavily influenced by the residential use to the north and
east. It is however contained by a tree belt and woodland block and therefore does not relate to the agricultural land to the
west.
The pattern of development in Elstead is lower-density, with predominantly bungalow development, some with dormer
windows in the roof. The housing surrounding LAA 308 retains these qualities. The more recent development in The Croft is
two-storey, typical of 1990s dwellings. There is also an open space and access leading to LAA 308.

In Waverley’s Landscape Study to inform the allocation of housing, the study Site LAA 308, falls within the Segment EL02,
which comprises the land which has a high point that descends towards the village to the west, north and east. LAA 308
does not reflect the character of paddocks or agricultural fields but does possess very low inter-visibility as per the
description. DS28 relates more to the settlement edge and the boundary edge forms a distinct and strong separation form
the wider countryside.
The study records the sensitivity of the landscape and value as Moderate and Medium respectively. LAA 308 is lower in
terms of sensitivity, as it is distinct from the main segment of EL01.
Due to the screening development of LAA 308, the site is unlikely to influence the setting of the Elstead settlement edge.
Typical viewpoints:
Examples included on viewpoint map (from
residential, commercial and footpaths)

Landscape sensitivity:
Sensitivity to change

Visual Sensitivity:
Sensitive receptors on viewpoint map, denoted with
yellow dashed line

•

There are views from several single and two-storey dwellings located along Hookley Lane, these properties have
long plots and there is a line of mature trees along this edge of the site.
• There are also views from The Croft and Springhill from two-storey dwellings with views from upper floor windows.
Most properties are orientated such that they have oblique views of the site.
• The visual effects are likely to vary in wintertime, due to reduced leaf cover. The view is towards the open, southfacing slopes of the site; and
• There are no views from the wider settlement of Elstead of DS18. The site of DS18 has a lower level of intervisibility than the wider segment of HE05A and is visually very well-contained.
LAA 308 is generally, visually well enclosed from both the wider settlement and the agricultural area/countryside beyond.
Site LAA 308 has a Low sensitivity to change due to the difference in character to the wider landscape area EL01 and the
proximity of the site to the Elstead settlement edge.
The site is not tranquil in the context of the wider residential area but is well-contained from the agricultural area beyond.
Development of LAA 308 would not be of significant impact in the context of the settlement edge, as there would be no
change due to the woodland and tree belt containment. The site character is not rare in the context of the wider area.
The receptors of greatest visual sensitivity include a limited number of residential views described above, from The Croft /
Springhill / Hookley Lane. Views are generally contained by the internal framework of hedgerows and tree
belts/plantations.
Visual Sensitivity: The sensitivity for visual receptors would be Medium to High for views, generally views are limited to
those residential properties with oblique views from upper-storey windows. The majority of views are likely to be curtailed
by intervening vegetation.

Overall Sensitivity to Development:

Site LAA 308 has an overall Medium Sensitivity to development, combining the values set out for Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity above. This is comprised of the combined effects of this parcel, which is set within a strong, existing wellwooded landscape framework, which separates it from the agricultural edge beyond.
Development within this site would be limited in terms of visual influence.
The site is not rare in the context of the wider setting to the southern part of Elstead and does not visually influence the
settlement edge.

AONB Mitigation Strategy:

Measures to integrate LAA 308 would include:

Measures to reduce impact on the landscape and
visual qualities of the AONB or the setting to the
AONB such as:
Footpaths/public rights of way and
viewpoints;
The massing or height of built-form,
building lines/rooflines;
Development lines or envelope; and

-

Landscape treatment to site boundaries or
incorporation of site features.

•
•
•
•
•

All site vegetation should be retained, especially along the western and southern site boundaries, which
provide containment from the agricultural parts of Segment EL01 beyond;
A tree survey to be undertaken, to understand the existing tree quality and to inform a 25-year management
plan, to ensure the existing green infrastructure is maintained;
Opportunity exists to connect this site spatially to the cul-de-sac of The Croft;
Development heights should transition to reflect nearby properties and overall should not exceed two-storeys
and the roofline should not exceed the height of the trees; and
The southern, northern and eastern boundaries should be enhanced with additional screen planting, assisting
with screening any views from existing residential properties.

View LAA 308 V1- View from The Croft cul-de-sac.
Dense boundary planting separating site from wider
landscape

Access to the site

Residential properties
generally orientated
away from site

Site LAA 613

Name:
LAA 613 - Sunray Farm, West Hill, Elstead

Location Map:

Current land use and other proposed nearby
development:

•
•

Includes current equestrian uses on the site; and
To the north and east, the land use is lower-density housing, which fronts onto West Hill and Stacey’s
Farm Road. The site is also used for horse riding activities.

Local landscape designations:

•
•
•

LAA 613 is within the Surrey Hills AONB (Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty);
LAA 613 falls within an Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV);
There are no TPOs or Ancient Woodland within site LAA 613, but there are beyond the site within the
heathland of Guinea Common;

including adjacent or nearby designations

Public Rights of Way (PRoW):

•
•
•
•
•

There are no listed buildings within the vicinity of site LAA 613;
Green Belt;
Wealden Heaths II Special Protection Area 5 Km zone;
Wealden Heaths I Special Protection Area 1 Km zone; and
Wealden Heaths I Special Area of Conservation 2km zone.

•

PRoW FP62 is located along the northern boundary, set slightly lower than the site behind a hedgerow
and wood bank;
PRoW FP63 is located on higher ground to the east of LAA 613; and
There is a broader, connected network of PRoW which connect to paths within the pass through Guinea
Common heathlands, to the south and east, which are part of the MOD landholdings.

Including informal footpaths

•
•

Topography, containment and boundaries:

Topography:
• LAA 613 is a sloped site, descending from 60 to 52m AOD in a westerly direction, with a flat section
adjacent to the settlement edge, which is used as a horse riding enclosure. The site has a stronglydefined, westerly aspect, facing towards the edge of Elstead; and
• The site is very enclosed and is contained by mature woodland and tree belts.
The Site, LAA 613, is comprised of a series of informal enclosures used for equestrian purposes, the condition is
well managed, as a series of paddocks. Site Access is via West Hill.
Boundaries to the parcel include:
• The northern boundary, which is defined by a hedgerow/tree belt which runs along FP 62, a visually
prominent tree line, hedgerows and deciduous tree belts; and
• The southern boundary is bounded by a fence and group of trees, which tie in within an internal site
boundary.
The site itself is less well-contained from the elevated viewpoints, but the intervening site boundary is visible.

Baseline landscape character:

LAA 613 is located within the National Character Area (NCA) 120, Wealden Greensand and influenced by NCA
121, the High Weald to the east. It is located within the Surrey County Council (Waverley) character area,
Character Area GO1: Shackleford Open Greensand Hills. The land use is equestrian, with an exercise enclosure
and buildings set within the lower parts of the site. Overall the site is well-managed. This parcel falls within the
Surrey Hills AONB and Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV). The wider area reflects the character area of the
Greensand Valley more closely than the LAA 613, the Upper Wey with the presence of heathlands and coppiced
woods and high hedge lines.

LAA 613 is influenced by the nearby residential use to the west and north, with 20th century development
fronting on to West Hill and Stacey’s Farm Road. It is however contained by the hedges with hedgerow tree
belts. The site does not relate strongly to the heathland landscape beyond, as described in Segment EL01 below.
To the west, the pattern of the settlement edge in Elstead is lower-density, with predominantly two-storey,
1960’s development on West Hill and bungalows, some with dormer windows, along the more eastern stretches
of Stacey’s Farm Road. Overall, the rooflines are visible and influence the character of the settlement edge.
With regard to Waverley’s Landscape Study to inform the allocation of housing, the study Site DS23, falls within
the Segment EL02, which comprises the land which has a high point that descends towards the village to the
west, north and east. Site LAA 613 faces the settlement edge. LAA 613 reflects the character of paddocks or
agricultural fields described and does have a fairly low inter-visibility as per the description, limited viewpoints
beyond the ridge are formed along the eastern site boundary with FP63. The study records the sensitivity of the
landscape and value as Moderate and Medium respectively. LAA 613 is lower in terms of sensitivity, as it is
distinct from the main segment of EL01.
LAA 613 relates strongly to the settlement edge and the eastern boundary, the introduction of further planting
could improve the definition of the settlement boundary edge, allowing for a more distinct and stronger
separation form the wider countryside.
Development of LAA 613 would influence the setting of the Elstead settlement edge and therefore mitigation
measures to integrate proposals into the wider landscape structure, would be of particular benefit along the
western and southern boundaries.
The area is part of the Surrey Hills AONB, with some of the Guinea Common trees being designated as ancient
woodland. The area is also within the Green Belt. The heavily-wooded nature of the landscape means intervisibility is low.
Typical viewpoints:
Examples included on viewpoint map (from residential, commercial
and footpaths)

There are potential views from a number of single- and two-storey dwellings located along West Hill and
Stacey’s Farm Road. These properties have long, regular, rectangular plots and some tree cover located at the
ends of the plots. There are likely to be views of LAA 613 from upper-storey windows.
The visual effects will be greater during wintertime, due to reduced leaf cover from deciduous trees and shrubs.
•
•

There are no views from the wider Elstead settlement of LAA 613; and
There are views of the site FP 62 and FP 63 through gaps in the tree belts.

The site of LAA 613 has a Low to Medium overall level of inter-visibility but is visually contained from the wider
Segment of EL01, by the combined ridge and tree line along the eastern site boundary with FP63.
Landscape sensitivity:
Sensitivity to change

Site LAA 613 has a Low to Medium sensitivity to change, due to the difference in character to the wider
landscape area EL01 and the proximity of the site to the Elstead settlement edge. The presence of fairly largefootprint equestrian buildings, also reduce LAA 613’s sensitivity, as these are strong urbanising influences.
The site is reasonably tranquil in the context of the wider residential area but is well-concealed from the
agricultural and heathland areas beyond. Development of LAA 613 would not be of significant impact in the
context of the settlement edge, as there would be good screening of the site from the existing woodland and
tree belt containment around the site and beyond the site.

Visual Sensitivity:
Sensitive receptors on viewpoint map, denoted with yellow dashed
line

The receptors of greatest visual sensitivity, include a limited number of residential views described above
fromWest Hill/Stacey’s Farm Road. Views are generally contained by the internal framework of hedgerows and
tree belts/plantations.
Visual Sensitivity: The sensitivity for visual receptors would be Medium for views from a limited number of
residential properties on West Hill and FPs 62 and 63 and Low for views from more distant dwellings on Stacey’s
Farm Road. There may be views from the area used for horse riding activities.
There is potential for views to be screened by planting new vegetation to the boundaries and edges of the LAA
613.

Overall Sensitivity to Development:

Site LAA 613 has an overall Low to Medium Sensitivity to development, combining the values set out for
Landscape and Visual Sensitivity above. This is comprised of the combined effects of this parcel, which is set
within a reasonably strong, existing landscape framework, comprised of hedgerows and trees, which separate it
from the agricultural edge to the east.
New built-form within this site would be limited in terms of visual influence and could replace the existing
equestrian buildings, in a more sympathetic pattern of development. The site is not rare in the context of the
wider landscape and could be integrated within the Elstead settlement edge.

AONB Mitigation Strategy:
Measures to reduce impact on the landscape and visual qualities of
the AONB or the setting to the AONB such as:
Footpaths/public rights of way and viewpoints;
The massing or height of built-form, building
lines/rooflines;
Development lines or envelope; and

Measures to integrate LAA 613 would include:
• All site vegetation should be retained, especially along existing internal boundaries and site-edge
boundaries, these provide good containment from the agricultural parts of Segment EL02;
• Undertake a tree survey to understand the existing quality of trees and to inform a 25-year
management plan, to ensure that the existing green infrastructure is maintained;

-

Landscape treatment to site boundaries or incorporation
of site features.

•
•
•
•
•

Development should be low to medium density and should not exceed the density of the existing
housing within West Hill;
Overall, development heights should not exceed 1.5- to 2-storeys or the roofline of housing within
West Hill;
Access should be carefully considered to extend a ‘country lane appearance’ in to the site, as part of
a softer settlement edge;
The design of new properties should explore a low-density, single-storey plan form which avoids a
repetitious pattern on the upper slopes of the site, integrated with a strong landscape structure;
and
All boundaries should be enhanced with additional screen planting, to screen any views from
existing residential properties or from FP62 and 63.

View LAA 613 V1- Glimpsed views into the site from FP62.
Southern site boundary

Coppice

View LAA 613 V2- A View from FP63: from this footpath, the upper slopes of the site are most prominent, whilst built-form is viewed against the settlement backdrop.
Southern site boundary

Elstead settlement edge

Existing equestrian buildings

Site LAA 824

Name:
LAA 824 - Land at Four Trees, Hookley Lane, Elstead.

Location Map:

Current land use and other proposed nearby
development:

•
•

Includes residential garden and unimproved pasture;
To the west, the land use is of lower-density housing that fronts onto Hookley Lane.

Local landscape designations:

•
•
•

LAA 824 is within the Surrey Hills AONB (Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty);
LAA 824 falls within an Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV);
There are no TPOs or Ancient Woodland within site LAA 824, but there are beyond the site, within the
heathland off Guinea Common;
There are no listed buildings within the vicinity of site LAA 824;
Land is within the Green Belt;
Wealden Heaths II Special Protection Area 5 Km zone;

including adjacent or nearby designations

•
•
•

Public Rights of Way (PRoW):
Including informal footpaths

Topography, containment and boundaries:

•
•

Wealden Heaths I Special Protection Area 1 Km zone; and
Wealden Heaths I Special Area of Conservation 2km zone.

•
•

There are no PRoWs adjacent to the site; and
There is a broader connected network of PRoW, which pass through Guinea Common heathlands to the
south and east, which are part of the MOD landholdings.

•
•
•

Topography - LAA 824 is generally flat and is at 60m AOD; and
The site is very enclosed and is contained by mature woodland and tree belts.

The Site LAA 824, is comprised of a series of small enclosures, now the condition is essentially an unmanaged
series of former paddocks.
Boundaries to the parcel include hedgerows and deciduous tree belts.

Baseline landscape character:

LAA 824 is located within the National Character Area (NCA) 120, Wealden Greensand and influenced by NCA
121, the High Weald to the east. It is located within the Surrey County Council (Waverley) character area,
Character Area GO1: Shackleford Open Greensand Hills. The land use is former equestrian activities, which have
now become partly unmanaged. This parcel falls within the Surrey Hills AONB and Area of Great Landscape
Value (AGLV).
LAA 824 is influenced by the residential use to the west. It is however contained by the hedges with hedgerow
tree belts. The site does not relate strongly to the heathland landscape beyond, as described in Segment EL01
below.
To the west, the pattern of the settlement edge in Elstead is lower-density, with predominantly bungalow
development, some with dormer windows within in the roofline. The housing along Hookley Lane retains these
qualities, however, further south, there has been some ‘on plot’ replacement housing, which is of greater
stature, mostly two-storey, more substantial, detached dwellings. A key part of the character of the landscape
with its rural feel and the wooded setting to the Elstead eastern settlement edge.
With regard to Waverley’s Landscape Study to inform the allocation of housing, the study Site LAA 824, falls
within the Segment EL01, which is characterised by the transition to larger scale wooded heathland, managed
by the MOD for training purposes. To the south of Guinea Common, are some open fields, ringed by woodland,
which is accessed via Hookley Lane.

The area is part of the Surrey Hills AONB, with some of the Guinea Common trees being designated as ancient
woodland. The area is also within the Green Belt. The heavily-wooded nature of the landscape means intervisibility is low.
Development within LAA 824 will need to ensure it maintains the presently low inter-visibility of the wider
landscape segment, as noted in the AMEC Waverley landscape study. This site relates to the settlement edge
and it would be possible to extend the settlement at this point, with careful management of the landscape
structure, to maintain the definition of boundaries. DS24 relates more to the settlement edge, whilst the
boundary edge forms a distinct and stronger separation from the wider countryside.
The Waverley Landscape study records the sensitivity of the landscape and value as High and Medium
respectively. LAA 824 is lower in terms of sensitivity, as it is distinct from the main segment of EL01, relating
more closely to the settlement edge of Elstead, with the equestrian uses, rather than reflecting the agricultural
land / heathland beyond.
Due to the screening and low inter-visibility, development of LAA 824, is unlikely to influence the setting of the
Elstead settlement edge, providing mitigation is provided.

Typical viewpoints:
Examples included on viewpoint map (from residential, commercial
and footpaths)

There are views from a number of single- and two-storey dwellings located along Hookley Lane, these
properties have long, irregular-shaped plots and numerous boundaries with mature trees. Within the site there
are subdivisions with tree-lined hedges, as well as along the external boundaries of the site.
The visual effects may vary in wintertime, due to deciduous trees and shrubs losing their leaves.
•
•

There are no views from the wider Elstead settlement of LAA 824; and
It was not possible to see the site from PRoW within the Guinea Common Heathland to the south-east,
or from Elstead Road to the north-east of the site.

The site of LAA 824 has a lower level of inter-visibility than the wider segment of EL01 and is visually very wellcontained.
Landscape sensitivity:
Sensitivity to change

Site LAA 824 has a Low to Medium sensitivity to change, due to the difference or transition in character from
settlement edge to the wider landscape area EL01. i.e. the proximity of the site to the Elstead settlement edge.
The site is reasonably tranquil in the context of the wider residential area but is well concealed from the
agricultural and heathland areas beyond. Development of LAA 824 would not be of significant impact in the
context of the settlement edge, as there would be good screening of the site from the existing woodland and
tree belt containment around and beyond the site.

Visual Sensitivity:
Sensitive receptors on viewpoint map, denoted with yellow dashed
line

The receptors of greatest visual sensitivity include a limited number of residential views described above from
The Croft / Springhill / Hookley Lane. Views are generally contained by the internal framework of hedgerows
and tree belts/plantations.
Visual Sensitivity: The sensitivity for visual receptors would be High for views from a very limited number of
residential properties on Hookley Lane. There is potential for views to be screened by the existing, intervening
vegetation.

Overall Sensitivity to Development:

Site LAA 824 has an overall Medium Sensitivity to development, combining the values set out for Landscape
and Visual Sensitivity above. This is comprised of the combined effects of this parcel, which is set within a
strong, existing, landscape framework, comprised of hedgerows and trees, which separates it from the
agricultural edge and again the heathland of Guinea Common beyond.
Development within this site would be limited in terms of visual influence.
The site is not rare in the context of the wider setting to the southern part of Elstead and could be integrated
within the settlement edge.

AONB Mitigation Strategy:

Measures to integrate LAA 824 would include:
• All site vegetation should be retained, especially along the western and southern site boundaries,
which provide containment from the agricultural / heathland parts of Segment EL01 beyond;
• A tree survey to be undertaken, to understand the existing tree quality and to inform a 25-year
management plan, to ensure that the existing green infrastructure is maintained;
• Development should be very low-density, and access carefully considered, to avoid an overengineered appearance in the context of Hookley Lane;
• Overall, development heights should not exceed 1- to 1.5-storeys and the roofline should not
exceed the height of the trees. The proposed building heights are intended to reflect the low set
bungalow development within the locality. In places it may be possible to achieve two storeys
where the development can be screened by an existing mature tree line;
• The design of new properties should explore a low-density, single-storey plan form, which avoids a
repetitious pattern; and
• All boundaries should be enhanced with additional screen planting, to screen any views from
existing residential properties.

Measures to reduce impact on the landscape and visual qualities of
the AONB or the setting to the AONB such as:
Footpaths/public rights of way and viewpoints;
The massing or height of built-form, building
lines/rooflines;
Development lines or envelope; and
- Landscape treatment to site boundaries or incorporation
of site features.

View LAA 824 V1- A View from Hookley Lane.
Site visible between the houses

Hookley Lane

View LAA 824 V2- A View from FP112, at Guinea Common (site not visible).
Intervening tree belts

FP 112

Site LAA 364

Name:
LAA 364 - Land at Moushill Mead, Milford.

Location Map:

Current land use and other proposed nearby
development:
Local landscape designations:
including adjacent or nearby designations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Includes woodland in the western part of the site; and
To the east the site is divided into a series of smaller enclosures, gardens and small fields / paddocks.
LAA 364 is within the Surrey Hills AONB (Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty);
LAA 364 falls within an Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV);
There are no TPOs or Ancient Woodland within site LAA 364;
There are no listed buildings within the vicinity of site LAA 364;
The land is within the Green Belt, but is also in an area identified in the Waverley Borough Local Plan
Part 1 as being within a broad area for potential removal from the Green Belt.

Public Rights of Way (PRoW):
Including informal footpaths

Topography, containment and boundaries:

•
•
•

Wealden Heaths I Special Protection Area 1 Km zone;
Wealden Heaths I Special Area of Conservation 2km zone; and
In part, there is a medium risk of surface water flooding.

•
•

There are two PRoWs: FP 123 and 123a running adjacent to the site’s western boundary; and
There is a broader connected network of PRoW, which connect the site to the north and west to
Moushill Down to the west of the A3.

Topography:
LAA 364 is generally flat and is at 57m AOD.
The Site LAA 364, is comprised of a series of small enclosures, the condition is essentially a well-managed series
of garden areas, small agriculture fields and woodland. It is loosely triangular in plan shape.
Boundaries to the parcel include:
• The site is very enclosed and is contained by woodland and tree belts on its western boundary, adjacent
to FP123;
• The roadside, eastern boundary is tree-lined with mature trees, including a significant proportion of
evergreen specimens; and
• The northern boundary is defined by the curvilinear, Lower Moushill Lane, with high hedgerows.
The site itself is partially comprised of trees in the western part, with open fields accessible via Lower Moushill
Lane.

Baseline landscape character:

LAA 364 is located within the National Character Area (NCA) 120, Wealden Greensand and influenced by NCA
121, the High Weald to the east. It is located within the Surrey County Council (Waverley) character area,
Character Area Character Area GO1: Shackleford Open Greensand Hills. The land use is former equestrian
activities, which have now become partly unmanaged.
Access to this site was possible at the time of the survey. LAA 364 is influenced by the urbanising effects of the
Portsmouth Road to the east and to the more distant, audible A3 to the west.
LAA 364 is well-contained, with significant tree cover and tree belts to boundaries. This parcel falls within the
Surrey Hills AONB and the AGLV, reflecting the character of the published character area, Greensand Valley: The
Upper Wey, with wooded tree belts, pastures and a declining, but still evident, presence of unmanaged
coppices.

Within the AMEC Waverley landscape study, the landscape segment M04 extends east-west across the
landscape, to include the western edge of Milford and is bisected north-south by the A3. The A3 defines a
transition in character westwards and the study notes the potential for some development within the
settlement edges of Milford, but not beyond the A3 corridor, as this is too far removed from a settlement edge.
The Waverley Landscape study records the sensitivity of the landscape and value as High and Medium
respectively. Given the close proximity to the existing settlement edge, the sensitivity to change is reduced, as
the site is influenced by the built-forms of Milford and the Portsmouth Road corridor.
The character of LAA 364 differs quite considerably from the remainder of the landscape segment, as there is a
transition westward, from small enclosures to a combination of woodland and heathlands, which are the
predominant character of Moushill Down.
The pattern of residential development to the west, includes two-storey development, predominantly detached
housing. There are some commercial outlets on Portsmouth Road itself. This is a busy road corridor and the site
is well-contained and screened from the uses to the west. To the north of Moushill Lane and adjacent to FP123
/ 123a, the pattern of development is very much single, isolated dwellings within substantial grounds/gardens.
The site is well-contained from these properties.
Typical viewpoints:
Examples included on viewpoint map (from residential, commercial
and footpaths)

There are views from a number of single- and two-storey dwellings located along Moushill Lane, these
properties have long, irregular-shaped plots and numerous boundaries with mature trees. Within the site there
are subdivisions with tree-lined hedges, as well as along the external boundaries of the site.
The visual effects may vary in wintertime, due to reduced leaf cover from deciduous trees and shrubs.
•
•
•
•

There are direct views from the wider Milford settlement, from properties on Portsmouth Road;
It was possible to see the site from PRoW FP 123 / 123a at access points leading into the site and
adjacent land;
There may be views from the isolated properties located along Lower Moushill Lane; and
It was not possible to see the site from Moushill Common, which supports the AMEC study findings
which describes Segment HE04 as being of low inter-visibility.

With existing screening and low inter-visibility, development of LAA 364 is unlikely to adversely affect the
settlement edge of Milford. Additional screen planting would serve to enhance the existing landscape
framework.
Landscape sensitivity:
Sensitivity to change

Site LAA 364 has a Low to Medium sensitivity to change, due to the closer association of the site to the
urbanised edge of Milford. Development of the site could create a transition to the less intensely used, western
settlement edge, which then ties in with the changing character to the wider landscape area HE01, with the
heathland recreational areas beyond.

The site is not tranquil in the context of the wider highways infrastructure but is well-concealed from the
surrounding uses. Development of LAA 364 would not be of significant impact in the context of the settlement
edge, as there would be good screening of the site from the existing woodland and tree belt containment
around the site and beyond the site.
Visual Sensitivity:
Sensitive receptors on viewpoint map, denoted with yellow dashed
line

The receptors of greatest visual sensitivity include a limited number of residential views described above from
Portsmouth Road and some medium-distance, oblique views from Cherry Tree Road. Views towards DS28,
include the boundary vegetation, comprising a substantial mature tree belt with some evergreen content.
Wintertime views would increase site visibility, due to reduced deciduous tree and shrub leaf cover
Visual Sensitivity: The sensitivity for visual receptors would be Medium to High for views from a limited
number of residential properties (on Portsmouth Road and from properties and employment sites within or
immediately adjacent to this parcel) and Medium for a limited number of properties on Cherry Tree Road, due
to the distance and presence of existing vegetation. There is potential to add to the boundary vegetation to
further screen potential development.

Overall Sensitivity to Development:

Site LAA 364 has an overall Medium Sensitivity to development, combining the values set out for Landscape
and Visual Sensitivity above. This is comprised of the combined effects of this parcel which is set within a strong
existing landscape framework close to the Milford Settlement edge and the limited visual influence.
The site is not rare in the context of the wider setting of the western settlement edge of Milford.

AONB Mitigation Strategy:
Measures to reduce impact on the landscape and visual qualities of
the AONB or the setting to the AONB such as:
Footpaths/public rights of way and viewpoints;
The massing or height of built-form, building
lines/rooflines;
Development lines or envelope; and
- Landscape treatment to site boundaries or incorporation
of site features.

Measures to integrate LAA 364 would include:
• All site vegetation should be retained, especially along the eastern site boundary adjoining the
Portsmouth Road.
• Potential exists to reinforce all boundaries and to add to the weaker western site edges, to maintain
the low inter-visibility of the wider landscape segment.
• A tree survey to be undertaken to understand the existing tree quality and to inform a 25-year
management plan, to ensure that the existing green infrastructure is maintained and to reintroduce
coppice management and other woodland/hedgerow practices;
• Development should be very low-density, and access carefully considered, to avoid an overengineered appearance to Lower Moushill Lane; and
• Overall, development heights should not exceed 2.5 storeys and the rooflines should not exceed the
height of the trees which enclose the site.

View LAA 364 V1- View through gate at midpoint of FP123.
Coniferous planted boundary

Northern site boundary

Field in foreground is not part of the site

View LAA 364 V2- View along Cherry Tree Rd A283.
Some gaps in tree cover

Coniferous specimens

Cherry Tree Road/A283

View LAA 364 V3- View from Lower Moushill Lane.
Northern site boundary

Site located beyond hedgerow line

Lower Mousehill Lane

Site LAA 449

Name:
LAA 449 - Land at Manor Lodge, Milford.

Location Map:

Current land use and other proposed nearby
development:
Local landscape designations:
including adjacent or nearby designations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Includes significant mature tree cover to part of the site;
Small enclosures, comprising gardens / a small field; and
Three substantial properties are contained within / adjoin the site.
LAA 449 is within the Surrey Hills AONB (Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty);
LAA 449 falls within an Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV);
There is Ancient Woodland within site LAA 449;
There are no listed buildings within the vicinity of site LAA 449;
The land is within the Green Belt but is also in an area identified in the Waverley Borough Local Plan
Part 1 as being within a broad area for potential removal from the Green Belt.

Public Rights of Way (PRoW):
Including informal footpaths

Topography, containment and boundaries:

•
•
•
•

Wealden Heaths I Special Protection Area 1 Km zone; and
Wealden Heaths I Special Area of Conservation 2km zone.
There are no PRoWs within or adjacent to the site; and
There is a broader, connected network of PRoW which could connect the site to both Milford to the
east and to Moushill Down to the west of the A3.

Topography:
• LAA 449 is generally flat and is at approximately 60m AOD.
The Site, LAA 449, is comprised of a series of gardens and a small, paddock enclosure in its north-east corner,
the condition is partly unmanaged and includes significant tree cover and high hedgerows, containing the small
field. It is loosely triangular in plan shape.
Boundaries to the parcel include:
• The site is very enclosed and is contained by woodland and tree belts on its north-western boundary;
• The roadside, eastern boundary, is comprised of high hedgerow along Elstead Road.
• The south-western boundary is defined by the Portsmouth Road/Lower Moushill Lane junction and
mature tree lined hedgerows with gaps (dwelling accesses) .
The site itself is partially comprised of trees in the western part, with open fields accessible via Lower Moushill
Lane.

Baseline landscape character:

LAA 449 is located within the National Character Area (NCA) 120, Wealden Greensand and influenced by NCA
121, the High Weald to the east. It is located within the Surrey County Council (Waverley) character area,
Character Area GO1: Shackleford Open Greensand Hills.
This parcel falls within the AGLV and the Surrey Hills AONB, reflecting the character of the published character
are Greensand Valley: The Upper Wey, with wooded tree belts only.
Access to this site was not possible at the time of the survey. LAA 449 is influenced by the urbanising effects of
the Portsmouth Road junction which lies to the immediate east of the site. To the east, the A3 may be audible.
LAA 449 is well-contained, with significant tree cover and boundaries have high hedgerows, characteristic of this
landscape segment.
Within the AMEC Waverley landscape study, the landscape segment, M04, extends east-west across the
landscape, to include the western edge of Milford and is bisected north-south by the A3. The A3 defines a
transition in character westwards and the study notes the potential for some development within the
settlement edges of Milford, but not beyond the A3 corridor, as this is too far removed from a settlement edge.

The Waverley Landscape study records the sensitivity of the landscape and value as High and Medium
respectively. Given the close proximity of LAA 449 to the existing Milford settlement edge and highways
infrastructure associated with the junction, the sensitivity to change is reduced.
The character of LAA 449 differs quite considerably from the remainder of the landscape segment, as this site
forms a transition between the settlement edge towards the smaller field/garden enclosures, then onto the
combination of woodland and heathlands, which are a defining character of Moushill Down.
The pattern of residential development to the east in Milford, includes two-storey development, predominantly
Victorian terraced and semi-detached housing. There are some commercial outlets on Portsmouth Road itself.
This is a busy road corridor and the site is well-contained and screened from the uses to the east. The site is also
well screened on its other boundaries, by high hedgerows adjoining Old Elstead Road and Lower Moushill Lane.
To the north of the site, the site is influenced by residential development on Manor Lea Road. The site is wellcontained from these properties.
Typical viewpoints:
Examples included on viewpoint map (from residential, commercial
and footpaths)

There are views from several single- and two-storey dwellings located along Lower Moushill Lane, these
properties have long, irregular-shaped plots and numerous boundaries with mature trees. Within the site there
are subdivisions with tree lined hedges, as well as along the external boundaries of the site.
The visual effects may vary in wintertime, due to seasonal leaf loss.
•
•
•

There are direct views from the wider Milford settlement, from properties on Portsmouth Road, of LAA
449;
There may be views from the isolated properties located along Lower Moushill Lane and Old Elstead
Road; and
There may be oblique views of the site from properties on Manor Lea Road.

It was not possible to see the site from Moushill Common, which supports the AMEC study findings, which
describe Segment HE04 as being of low inter-visibility. With existing screening and low inter-visibility,
development of LAA 449 is unlikely to adversely affect the settlement edge of Milford. Additional screen
planting would serve to enhance the existing landscape framework.
Landscape sensitivity:
Sensitivity to change

Site LAA 449 has a Low to Medium sensitivity to change, due to the closer association of the site to the
urbanised edge of Milford. Development of the site could create a transition to the less intensely developed,
western settlement edge of Milford, transitioning to the wider landscape area HE01, with the heathland
recreational areas beyond.

The site is not tranquil in the context of the wider highway infrastructure associated with the Portsmouth
junction, but is well-concealed from the surrounding uses. Overall, development of LAA 449 would not be of
significant impact in the context of the Milford settlement edge.
Visual Sensitivity:
Sensitive receptors on viewpoint map, denoted with yellow dashed
line

The receptors of greatest visual sensitivity include a limited number of residential views described above from
Portsmouth Road and three adjoining detached properties which adjoin the site. Views towards LAA 449 include
the boundary vegetation comprising a substantial, mature tree belt, with some evergreen content. Wintertime
views would increase site visibility, due to reduced leaf cover from deciduous trees and shrubs.
Visual Sensitivity: The sensitivity for visual receptors would be Medium to High for views from a limited
number of residential properties on Portsmouth Road, the public highway itself and a limited number of
properties adjoining the site, depending upon the presence of intervening screening vegetation within the site.

Overall Sensitivity to Development:

Site LAA 449 has an overall Medium Sensitivity to development, combining the values set out for Landscape
and Visual Sensitivity above. This is comprised of the combined effects of this parcel, which is set within a
strong, existing landscape framework close to the Milford Settlement edge and the limited visual influence.
The site is not rare in the context of the wider setting of the western settlement edge of Milford.

AONB Mitigation Strategy:
Measures to reduce impact on the landscape and visual qualities of
the AONB or the setting to the AONB such as:
Footpaths/public rights of way and viewpoints;
The massing or height of built-form, building
lines/rooflines;
Development lines or envelope; and
- Landscape treatment to site boundaries or incorporation
of site features.

Measures to integrate LAA 449 would include:
- All site vegetation should be retained, especially along the eastern site boundary adjoining the
Portsmouth Road;
- A tree survey to be undertaken to understand the existing tree quality and to inform a 25-year
management plan, to ensure that the existing green infrastructure is maintained, as well as reintroducing woodland practices such as coppicing to enhance the wider AONB;
- Potential exists to reinforce high hedgerow boundaries and to infill any weaker sections of hedgerow
along Elstead Road/Lower Moushill Lane, to maintain the low inter-visibility of the wider landscape
segment and enhance local character;
- Development should be very low-density, and access carefully considered, to avoid numerous breaks to
hedgerows; and
- Overall development heights should not exceed 2.5 storeys and rooflines should not exceed the height
of the trees which enclose the site.

View LAA 449 V1- View from junction of Portsmouth Road/Oak Tree Road/FP125.
Existing properties adjoining the site

Commercial uses on Portsmouth Road

View LAA 449 V2- Typical view from Old Elstead Road.
Some glimpsed views
between vegetation

Elstead Road

Nearby Residential property

Site LAA 703

Name:
LAA 703 - Land at Coneycroft, Milford.

Location Map:

Current land use and other
proposed nearby development:

Local landscape designations:
including adjacent or nearby designations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Includes significant mature tree belts;
Large-scale agricultural field;
To the south there is residential development; and
To the north, the site is adjacent to the A3/A283/B3001 junction and connection roundabout.
LAA 703 is within the Surrey Hills AONB (Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty);
LAA 703 falls within an Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV);
There is no Ancient Woodland within site LAA 703;
There are no listed buildings within the vicinity of site LAA 703;

•

Public Rights of Way (PRoW):
Including informal footpaths

•
•

The land is within the Green Belt but is also in an area identified in the Waverley Borough Local Plan Part 1 as being within
a broad area for potential removal from the Green Belt.
Wealden Heaths I Special Protection Area 1 Km zone; and
Wealden Heaths I Special Area of Conservation 2km zone.

•
•

There is one PRoW, a bridleway, BW124, which is aligned parallel to the southern site boundary; and
This site is isolated from the wider footpath network.

Topography, containment and
boundaries:

Topography: LAA 703 is at approximately 55m AOD.
The site is comprised of a single, agricultural field, bound by tree belts and high hedgerows.
It is loosely a half-ellipse in plan shape.
Boundaries to the parcel include:
• The site is enclosed and is contained by a deep woodland belt along its southern boundary, with BW124 forming a
walkway through the woodland; and
• The northern boundary is curvilinear and aligned adjacent to the Milford Bypass (A3) south bound, on-slip road and is
contained by a combination of thick hedgerow with mature trees and high hedgerow, which reduces in width along the
eastern extents of the site boundary, where it is aligned adjacent to the A283.
Overall the site is well-contained by the tree belts.

Baseline landscape character:

LAA 703 is located within the National Character Area (NCA) 120, Wealden Greensand and influenced by NCA 121, the High Weald
to the east. It is located within the Surrey County Council (Waverley) character area, Character Area GO1: Shackleford Open
Greensand Hills. The land use is of former equestrian activities, which have now become partly unmanaged.
This parcel falls within the Surrey Hills AONB and an Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV). The site reflects the qualities of the
wider AONB, with high hedgerows / woodland belt, but is heavily influenced by the transport infrastructure.
Access to this site was possible at the time of the survey. LAA 703 is influenced by the urbanising effects of the A3/A283/B3001
junction, which lies to the immediate east of the site. The A3 is quite audible and a detractor from the site in terms of amenity.
Whilst LAA 703 is contained on all sides by tree-belts, the site itself is an open agricultural field. The hedgerows follow the
roadside alignment, rather than being wholly typical of the hedgerows and woodland of the wider landscape character.
Within the AMEC Waverley landscape study, the landscape segment M04 extends east-west across the landscape to include the
western edge of Milford and is bisected north-south by the A3. The A3 defines a transition in character westwards and the study
notes the potential for some development within the settlement edges of Milford, but not beyond the A3 corridor, as this is too
far removed from a settlement edge.
Site LAA 703 is closely associated with both the settlement edge of Milford and the approach to the A3 junction. The Waverley
Landscape study records the sensitivity of the landscape and value as High and Medium respectively. Given the proximity of LAA
703 to the existing Milford settlement edge and highways infrastructure associated with the junction, the sensitivity to change is
reduced in comparison to the wider landscape segment.

The character of LAA 703 differs quite considerably from the remainder of the landscape segment, due to the urbanising influence
of transport corridors. This site forms a transition between the A3 and the settlement edge.
There is an abrupt change to the south, the residential edge, which is comprised of medium-density, late 20th century
development of differing styles and ages. Land uses in the surrounding area are dominated by highways and highways planting,
with agricultural fields beyond.
Typical viewpoints:
Examples included on viewpoint map (from
residential, commercial and footpaths)

Landscape sensitivity:
Sensitivity to change

Visual Sensitivity:
Sensitive receptors on viewpoint map,
denoted with yellow dashed line

Overall Sensitivity to Development:

The visual effects may vary in wintertime, due to reduced deciduous tree and shrub leaf cover.
• There are potential views from properties within the residential development to the south of the site, Manor Lea Road,
Amberley Road and Canada Copse, where properties look on to the site from rear, upper-storey windows. These twostorey properties are unlikely to have more than glimpsed views of the field through gaps in the deep tree belt, which on
average has a depth of 25-30 metres;
• There are direct views from the A283 from the point of access to the site; and
• There are glimpsed views from BW124, through mature vegetation into the field itself.
There are no views of LAA 703 from the A3 Eashing footbridge that crosses the A3 to the north and no visibility from Moushill
Down located on elevated land to the west of the A3.
With existing screening and low inter-visibility, development of LAA 703 is unlikely to adversely affect the settlement edge of
Milford. Additional screen planting would enhance the landscape framework and provide intervening screening within the site.
Site LAA 703 has a Low sensitivity to change, due to the closer association of the site to the Milford settlement edge and the A3
junction infrastructure. Development of the site could create a transition to a less intensely developed, northern settlement edge
and act as a gateway to the settlement.
The site is not tranquil in the context of the wider highways infrastructure associated with the A3 junction but is well-concealed
from the surrounding uses. Overall, development of LAA 703 would not be of significant impact to the landscape character of the
wider area, or the Milford settlement edge.
The receptors of greatest visual sensitivity include a limited number of residential views described above, with particular
reference to the residential area to the immediate south of the site. Additionally, there is BW124 to consider, however, the
effects could be ameliorated. Views towards DS29 include the boundary vegetation comprising a substantial mature tree belt,
with some evergreen content. Wintertime views would increase site visibility.
Visual Sensitivity: The sensitivity for visual receptors would be subject to winter views with possible for views from a limited
number of residential properties on Portsmouth Road. The overall visual sensitivity is potentially Medium for a limited number of
possible views from properties adjoining the site but is dependent on the presence of intervening screening vegetation within
the site. The views from footpaths are medium sensitivity.
Site LAA 703 has an overall Low to Medium Sensitivity to development, combining the values set out for Landscape and Visual
Sensitivity above. This is comprised of the combined effects of this parcel which is set within a strong, existing landscape
framework close to the Milford Settlement edge. The site has limited visual influence. The site is not rare in the context of the

wider setting of the western settlement edge of Milford. The site is well contained and with mitigating measures could be
screened as part of wider environmental measures.
AONB Mitigation Strategy:
Measures to reduce impact on the landscape
and visual qualities of the AONB or the
setting to the AONB such as:
Footpaths/public rights of way and
viewpoints;
The massing or height of builtform, building lines/rooflines;
Development lines or envelope; and
- Landscape treatment to site
boundaries or incorporation of site
features.

Measures to integrate LAA 703 would include:
• All site vegetation should be retained, especially along the site boundary adjoining the A3 junction;
• A tree survey to be undertaken to understand the existing tree quality and to inform a 25-year management plan, to
ensure that the existing green infrastructure is maintained.
• Potential exists to reinforce high hedgerow boundaries and to infill any weaker sections of hedgerow, perhaps
creating a more varied hedgerow, more characteristic of the wider character area;
• Development should be very low-density, and access carefully considered, so as to avoid numerous breaks to
hedgerows; and
• Overall development heights should not exceed 2.5 storeys and rooflines should not exceed the height of the trees
which enclose the site.

View LAA 703 V1- View from Eashing footbridge (with Bridleway), demonstrating no site visibility.
Approximate site location

View LAA 703 V2 - View from Western site edge.
Deep tree belt enclosing the southern site
boundary with BW124 set within the
woodland

Significant high hedgerow providing screening from A3 junction

View LAA 703 V3- A View from BW124 through the tree belt along the southern site edge.
Significant high hedgerow providing screening from A3
junction

Views through the woodland edge from BW124

View LAA 703 V4 - A View from A283, highways edge at eastern end of the site.
Native woodland tree-belt

Indigenous high hedgerow
following roadside

A283 with footway on opposite side of road

Site LAA 875

Name:
LAA 875 - Land at Old Elstead Road, Milford.

Location Map:
Use the Revised Maps with Viewpoint locations

Current land use and other proposed nearby
development:

Local landscape designations:
including adjacent or nearby designations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Includes significant mature tree belts to boundaries;
Small-scale agricultural field with sub-divisions;
To the north there is residential development;
To the north west there is a cluster of barn dwellings which form part of Amberley Farm;
Site LAA 875comprises garden areas / small enclosures; and
To the south west there is a substantial single dwelling, with grounds and a walled garden.
LAA 875 is within the Surrey Hills AONB (Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty);
LAA 875 falls within an Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV);
There is no ancient woodland;

•
•
•
•
Public Rights of Way (PRoW):

•

Including informal footpaths

•
Topography, containment and boundaries:

There are three, Grade II Listed buildings associated with Amberley Farm, including the Farm and
associated barns/sheds;
The land is within the Green Belt but is also in an area identified in the Waverley Borough Local Plan
Part 1 as being within a broad area for potential removal from the Green Belt.
Wealden Heaths I Special Protection Area 1 Km zone; and
Wealden Heaths I Special Area of Conservation 2km zone.
There are no PRoWs within or adjacent to the site, a bridleway BW154, which is located to the northwest adjacent to Amberley Farm; and
This site is isolated from the wider footpath network.

Topography:
LAA 875 is generally flat and is at approximately 60-65m AOD, sloping in a north-westerly direction.
The Site, LAA 875, is comprised of a single, agricultural field, bound by tree belts and high hedgerows.
It is rectangular in plan shape.
Boundaries to the parcel include:
• The north-eastern boundary is defined by an 8-10m deep tree belt;
• The south-eastern boundary is a high hedgerow;
• The south-western boundary is poorly defined and has been supplemented by coniferous hedgerow
planting, which is incongruous to the wider area; and
• The north-western boundary is comprised of a series of garden boundaries, which do have a common
hedge line.
Overall, the site is contained by the hedges / tree belts with a more open appearance to the south-west, as the
more recent coniferous boundary is not yet established.

Baseline landscape character:

LAA 875 is located within the National Character Area (NCA) 120, Wealden Greensand and influenced by NCA
121, the High Weald to the east. It is located within the Surrey County Council (Waverley) character area,
Character Area GO1: Shackleford Open Greensand Hills. The land use is former equestrian activities, which have
now become partly unmanaged. The site is part of the Surrey Hills AONB and is designated as AGLV, retaining
the typical strongly wooded boundaries and pasture. Nearby, there are coppices associated with the farm
access to Amberley Farm.
Access to this site was possible at the time of the survey. LAA 875 is influenced by the urbanising effects of the
A3 to the west of the site. The A3 is audible. To the north, there are residential properties fronting onto Elstead
Road and adjoining street, Manor Lea Road.

Whilst LAA 875 is contained on three of four sides by tree-belts / hedges, the site itself is an open agricultural
field.
Within the AMEC Waverley landscape study, the landscape segment M04 extends east-west across the
landscape, to include the western edge of Milford and is bisected north-south by the A3. The A3 defines a
transition in character westwards and the study notes the potential for some development within the
settlement edges of Milford, but not beyond the A3 corridor, as this is too far removed from a settlement edge.
Site LAA 875 can be associated with the adjoining residential area. The Waverley Landscape study records the
sensitivity of the landscape and value as High and Medium respectively. Given the proximity of LAA 875 to the
existing Milford settlement edge and highways infrastructure associated with the junction, the sensitivity to
change is slightly reduced in comparison to the wider landscape segment.
The character of LAA 875 generally reflects the character of the wider landscape with few other urbanising
elements detracting from the site. This site forms a transition between the A3 and the settlement edge.
Typical viewpoints:
Examples included on viewpoint map (from residential, commercial
and footpaths)

The visual effects may vary in wintertime, due to reduced leaf coverage from deciduous trees and shrubs.
•
•

There are potential direct views from dwellings from Elstead Road and oblique views towards the
boundary of LAA 875 from Manor Lea Road; and
There are direct views from Amberley Farm and properties on Lower Moushill Lane from the southwest.

There are no views of LAA 875 from Moushill Down located on elevated land to the west of the A3.
With existing screening and existing low to moderate inter-visibility, rather than low as per the wider landscape
segment. To ensure development of LAA 875 is unlikely to adversely affect the settlement edge of Milford, or
the integrity of the wider landscape segment, additional enhancement and new native species hedgerows
would improve the existing landscape framework and provide intervening screening within the site itself.
Landscape sensitivity:
Sensitivity to change

Site LAA 875 has a Low to Medium sensitivity to change, due to the closer association of the site to the Milford
settlement edge and the proximity of the A3 junction. Development of the site would be within a zone of
transition from the less intensely developed northern settlement edge and would act as a gateway to the
settlement.
The site is not tranquil in the context of the wider highways infrastructure associated with the A3 junction but is
well-concealed from the surrounding uses. Overall, development of LAA 875 would not be of significant impact
to the landscape character of the wider area, or the Milford settlement edge.

Visual Sensitivity:
Sensitive receptors on viewpoint map, denoted with yellow dashed
line

The receptors of greatest visual sensitivity include a limited number of residential views described above the
residential area to the immediate south of the site. Additionally, there several more isolated properties at
Amberley Farm and on Lower Moushill Lane, with potential views towards the site; the effects could be
screened by adding planting to the south western site boundary.
Visual Sensitivity: The sensitivity for visual receptors would be Medium to High for views from a limited
number of residential properties on Old Elstead Road and those isolated properties to the south-west, with
direct views and more distant views from a limited number of properties on Manor Lea Road, that may have
oblique views towards the site boundary, particularly in wintertime, due to the reduced leaf cover of deciduous
trees and shrubs.

Overall Sensitivity to Development:

Site LAA 875 has an overall Medium Sensitivity to development, combining the values set out for Landscape
and Visual Sensitivity above. This is comprised of the combined effects of this parcel, which is set within a strong
existing landscape framework. It is not completely contiguous with the settlement boundary, but overall has a
limited visual impact on the wider area close to the Milford Settlement edge and the limited visual influence.
The site is not rare in the context of the wider setting of the western settlement edge of Milford.

AONB Mitigation Strategy:
Measures to reduce impact on the landscape and visual qualities of
the AONB or the setting to the AONB such as:
Footpaths/public rights of way and viewpoints;
The massing or height of built-form, building
lines/rooflines;
Development lines or envelope; and
- Landscape treatment to site boundaries or incorporation
of site features.

Measures to integrate LAA 875 would include:
• All site vegetation should be retained, especially along the site boundary adjoining the A3 junction;
• A tree survey to be undertaken, to understand the existing tree quality and to inform a 25-year
management plan, to ensure that the existing green infrastructure is maintained;
• Potential exists to reinforce high hedgerow boundaries and to infill any weaker sections of
hedgerow along the north-western and south eastern boundaries;
• An indigenous hedgerow with native coniferous content should be provided along the open southwestern site boundary;
• Development should be very low-density, and access carefully considered, to avoid numerous
breaks to hedgerows; and
• Overall development heights should not exceed 2 storeys and rooflines should not exceed the
height of the trees which enclose the site.

View LAA 875 V1 - View from Lower Moushill Lane
LAA 875 site extent

Lower Mousehill Lane

View LAA 875 V2 - Typical view from Old Elstead Road
South-eastern enclosed boundary
bound

Woodland belt fronting onto Elstead Road
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